TRUMBULL PUBLIC SCHOOLS
TRUMBULL, CONNECTICUT
Curriculum Committee
of the
Trumbull Board of Education
Regular Meeting
Trumbull High School Main Office Conference Room
Thursday, September 19, 2019 – 8:15 am
AGENDA
I.

Call to Order/Introduction

II.

Public Comment

III.

Approval/Minutes – Regular Meeting 8/22/2019

IV.

New Business
a. Proposed TPAUD High School Student Questionnaire, November 2019, &
Middle School Student Questionnaire, November 2019 (approvals required
in accordance with BOE Policy 6162.51, Educational Research and Surveys
of Students)
b.

Advanced Placement Chemistry Curriculum Guide

c.

Grade 8 Language Arts Curriculum Guide

d.

Grade 8 Reading Study Curriculum Guide

e.

Report, Assistant Superintendent of Curriculum, Instruction, & Assessments

STUDENT SURVEYS

This is a brief survey that is being conducted to find out what youth in Trumbull
think about alcohol and drugs.
This survey is completely anonymous – no one else will know how you answered
the questions.
There is no way that your answers can affect your grades in any way.
You can choose not to complete any portion of this survey at any time.
Please note that the survey pages are double-sided.
If you have any questions, please raise your hand.
When you have finished, please put the survey on your desk with this cover page
face up.
If at any time in the future you want to discuss any of the issues raised in this
survey, remember that you can always talk to your school counselor.
Again, please be as honest and complete as you can and thank you for filling out
this questionnaire.

THANK YOU!!
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TPAUD High School Student Questionnaire
November 2019
1. What gender do you identify with?
2. What grade are you in?
□White
3. What is your race?
4. What is your ethnicity?
5. Do you consider yourself a member of the
Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and/or Transgender (LGBT)
community?

□9th
□Black

□Female
□10th
□Asian

□Yes

□No

Please choose the response that best describes how
you feel.
6. My teachers really care about me.
7. Students in my school care about me.
8. I am aware that there can be disciplinary consequences at
school for using alcohol or drugs outside of school hours or
off school property.
9. If I had an important concern about drugs, alcohol, sex, or
some other serious issue, I know I can talk to someone at
Trumbull High School about it.
10. Adults in Trumbull value youth my age (e.g. adults listen
to what we have to say, they make us feel important).

□Male
□11th
□Multiple
□Non-Hispanic

□Other
□12th
□Other
□Hispanic

□No, but I identify
as an Ally

□I prefer not
to say

Strongly
Agree
□
□

Somewhat
Agree
□
□

Somewhat
Disagree
□
□

Strongly
Disagree
□
□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

Yes

No

□

□

□

□

□

□

Please choose the best response.
11. Are you aware of the Social Host Law (a law that makes it illegal for any adult to
provide a place for teens to drink alcohol)?
12. Have you heard about the anonymous underage drinking TipsLine in Trumbull?
13. Are you aware the Trumbull Police Department routinely patrols at school events
and in neighborhoods for underage drinking and drug use?
My parents…
14. know where I am and who I am with when I go out.
15. have set rules and clear expectations with me about
drinking.
16. have set rules and clear expectations with me about
marijuana use.
17. have set rules and clear expectations with me about
vaping (e-cigs, JUULs).
18. take steps to ensure kids can’t get alcohol from our
house.
19. take steps to ensure kids can’t get prescription drugs
from our house.
20. model responsible drinking behaviors.
21. model appropriate use of prescription drugs.
Please choose the response that best describes how
you feel:
22. If I had a serious concern about depression or anxiety, I
know where to get help.
23. If I had concern for a friend or family member around
substance use, I would know where to get help.

Always

Mostly

Sometimes

Rarely

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□
□

□
□

□
□

□
□

Strongly
Agree

Somewhat
Agree

Somewhat
Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□
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During the past 12 months…
24. did you ever feel so sad or hopeless almost every day for two weeks or more in a
row that you stopped doing some usual activities?

No

Yes





How wrong do your parents feel it would be for you to…

Not at all
wrong

A little bit
wrong

Wrong

Very
wrong

25. have one or two drinks of an alcoholic beverage nearly
every day?
26. have four or more drinks of an alcoholic beverage at one
time?
27. smoke tobacco?
28. smoke marijuana?
29. use prescription drugs not prescribed to you?
30. vape? (use e-cigs, JUULs, etc.)

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□
□
□
□

□
□
□
□

□
□
□
□

□
□
□
□

How wrong do your friends feel it would be for you to…

Not at all
wrong

A little bit
wrong

Wrong

Very
wrong

31. have one or two drinks of an alcoholic beverage nearly
every day?
32. have four or more drinks of an alcoholic beverage at one
time?
33. smoke tobacco?

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

34. smoke marijuana?
35. use prescription drugs not prescribed to you?
36. vape (use e-cigs or JUULs)?

□
□
□

□
□
□

□
□
□

□
□
□

No Risk

Slight
Risk

Moderate
Risk

Great
Risk

□

□

□

□

□
□

□
□

□
□

□
□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

How much do you think people risk harming themselves
physically or in other ways…
37. if they have five or more drinks of an alcoholic beverage
once or twice a week?
38. if they smoke one or more packs of cigarettes per day?
39. if they smoke marijuana once or twice a week?
40. if they use prescription drugs that are not prescribed to
them?
41. if they vape (use e-cigs or JUULs)?

NO, Never

YES, But
NOT in the
Past 30 Days

YES, In Past
30 Days

42. Have you ever drank one or more drinks of an alcoholic
beverage?
43. Have you ever drank four or more alcoholic drinks in less
than 2 hours?
44. Have you ever smoked part or all of a cigarette?
45. Have you ever used marijuana or hashish?

□

□

□

□

□

□

□
□

□
□

□
□

46. Have you ever used prescription drugs not prescribed to you?
47. Have you ever vaped (used an e-cig, JUUL)?
48. Have you ever vaped marijuana or THC oil?
49. Have you ever used heroin?
50. Have you ever used other illicit drugs (LSD, Molly, Cocaine)?

□
□
□
□
□

□
□
□
□
□

□
□
□
□
□

Have you ever used any of the following?
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In the past 30 days, how many days have you…
51. drank alcoholic beverages?
52. used marijuana, cannabis, THC oil?
53. vaped?

# of days
__
__
__
Just a
Few
□
□

About how many students in your grade do you think…
54. Drink alcohol at least once a month?
55. Smoke marijuana at least once a month?

Some

A Lot

Most

□
□

□
□

□
□

56. Pain medication (OxyContin, Vicodin, Percocet, Codeine)
57. Steroids (juice, roids)

□
□

YES, But
NOT in the
Past 30 Days
□
□

58. Downers (barbiturates, sleeping pills, sedatives, Quaaludes)
59. Tranquilizers (Valium, Xanax, Librium)
60. Uppers (Ritalin, Adderall, Amphetamines, Speed)
61. Over the counter medications to get ‘high’ (cough medicine,
mouthwash)

□
□
□

□
□
□

□
□
□

□

□

□

Have you ever used any of these drugs on your own without
your own prescription or a doctor/dentist telling you to?

NO, Never

If you have ever used a prescription drug, without your own prescription or a
doctor or dentist telling you to, where did you get it?
62. It was my own prescription (I took more than I was supposed to).
63. It was a family member’s prescription that I took (WITH permission).
64. It was a family member’s prescription that I took (WITHOUT permission).
65. A friend gave it to me.
66. Someone sold it to me.
In the past year, have you?
67. Driven a car after you had been drinking?
68. Driven a car after you had been smoking marijuana?
69. Ridden as a passenger with a driver under the influence of drugs or alcohol?
70. Gambled (scratch tickets, online, sports, casino, etc)?

YES, In Past
30 Days
□
□

Yes

No

□
□
□
□
□

□
□
□
□
□

Yes


No










Please choose the response that best describes how
you feel:

Strongly
Agree

Somewhat
Agree

Somewhat
Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

71. A party with alcohol is more fun.
72. It is OK to drive if you’ve only had a couple of drinks.

□
□

□
□

□
□

□
□

73. It’s OK to drink sometimes even if you are underage.
74. My parents don’t think it is a big deal to drink alcohol if
you are underage.
75. It is OK to drive if you’ve smoked marijuana.
76. It’s not a big deal to smoke marijuana.
77. My parents don’t think it is a big deal to smoke
marijuana.
78. It’s not a big deal to vape (use e-cigs, JUULs).
79. My parents don’t think it is a big deal to vape (use e-cigs,
JUULs).
80. My parents monitor my social media and Internet use.

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□
□

□
□

□
□

□
□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

How much do you agree or disagree with the following?

Strongly

Somewhat

Somewhat

Strongly
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Agree

Agree

Disagree

Disagree

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

Very
easy

Sort of
easy

Sort of
hard

Very hard

85. Alcohol (beer, wine, hard liquor)

□

□

□

□

86. Marijuana
87. Prescription drugs (not prescribed to you)
88. Vapes, e-cigs, JUULs
89. Heroin
90. Drug paraphernalia (pipes, bongs, rolling papers, vapor
liquid or e-juice)

□
□
□
□

□
□
□
□

□
□
□
□

□
□
□
□

□

□

□

□

Yes

No

□
□
□
□

□
□
□
□

Yes

No

□
□
□
□
□

□
□
□
□
□

Yes

No

□
□
□
□

□
□
□
□

81. It’s OK to take someone else’s prescription drugs.
82. It’s OK to take prescription drugs to do better in school
(homework, tests, SATs, projects).
83. It’s OK to take prescription drugs to cope with stress or
anxiety.
84. It’s OK to take prescription drugs to get high.

How easy or hard would it be for you to get the
following substances if you wanted them?

If you have ever drank alcohol (more than a sip), where did you drink?
 I have not drank alcohol.
91. at my home
92. at a friend’s home
93. at a home with a parent’s knowledge
94. in a public place (park, beach, woods, etc.)
If you have ever drank alcohol (more than a sip), where did you get it?
 I have not drank alcohol.
95. I got it from my home.
96. I got it from a friend’s home.
97. A parent provided it.
98. An older sibling or friend bought it for me.
99. I bought it myself.
If you have ever used a vaping device (e-cig, JUUL), where did you get it?
 I have not used a vaping device (e-cig, JUUL)
100. I bought it at a store.
101. A parent provided it.
102. Someone bought it for me.
103. Someone gave it to me.
How much stress, anxiety or worry do the following give you in
your day to day life?
104. Academics (Homework, Tests, Grades)
105. College/Post High School Plans
106. Schedule (Athletics, Extra-curricular, Volunteer commitments)
107. Social scene /Social Media/Friends
108. Home life

Low

Moderate

Extreme

□
□
□
□
□

□
□
□
□
□

□
□
□
□
□

THANK YOU FOR COMPLETING THIS ANONYMOUS SURVEY!!
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TPAUD Middle School Student Questionnaire
November 2019
THANK YOU for filling out this questionnaire. Your answers will help us understand what
students think about a variety of things including drinking alcohol and doing drugs. This survey is
completely anonymous - your parents and teachers will not see your answers. Your answers will not
affect your grades. You can choose not to complete any portion of this survey at any time. If at
any time in the future you want to discuss any of the issues raised in this survey, remember that
you can always talk to your school counselor.
Please be as honest and complete as you can. If you have any questions, please ask your teacher.

□ Female
□ 7th
□ Multiple

1. I am a
2. My grade is
3. I describe my race as

□ White

□ Black

□ Asian

□ Non-Hispanic

4. I describe my ethnicity as
Please choose the response that best describes how
you feel.
5. My teachers really care about me.
6. Students in my school care about me.
7. If I had an important concern about drugs, alcohol, sex, or
some other serious issue, I know I can talk to someone at
my school about it.

□ Male
□ 8th
□ Other
□ Hispanic

Strongly
Agree

Somewhat
Agree

Somewhat
Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

□
□

□
□

□
□

□
□

□

□

□

□

Yes

No

□

□

Please choose the best response:
8. Have you heard about the anonymous underage drinking and drug TipsLine in

Trumbull?
How wrong do your parents feel it would be for you to…

Not at all
wrong

A little bit
wrong

Wrong

Very
wrong

9. have one or two drinks of an alcoholic beverage nearly
every day?
10. have four or more drinks of an alcoholic beverage at one
time?
11. smoke tobacco?

□

□

□

□

□
□
□
□
□

□
□
□
□
□

□
□
□
□
□

□
□
□
□
□

Always

Mostly

Sometimes

Rarely

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□
□
□

□
□
□

□
□
□

□
□
□

Not at
all
wrong

A little bit
wrong

Wrong

Very
wrong

12. smoke marijuana?
13. use prescription drugs not prescribed to you?
14. vape? (use e-cigs, JUULs, etc.)
My parents…
15. have set rules and clear expectations with me about
drinking.
16. have set rules and clear expectations with me about
marijuana use.
17. have set rules and clear expectations with me about
vaping (E-cigs, JUUL).
18. take steps to ensure kids can’t get alcohol from our house.
19. take steps to ensure kids can’t get prescription drugs from
our house.
How wrong do your friends feel it would be for you to…
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20. have one or two drinks of an alcoholic beverage nearly
every day?
21. have four or more drinks of an alcoholic beverage at one
time?
22. smoke tobacco?

□

□

□

□

□
□
□
□
□

□
□
□
□
□

□
□
□
□
□

□
□
□
□
□

No Risk

Slight
Risk

Moderate
Risk

Great
Risk

□
□
□
□
□

□
□
□
□
□

□
□
□
□
□

□
□
□
□
□

23. smoke marijuana?
24. use prescription drugs not prescribed to you?
25. vape (use e-cigs or JUULs)?
How much do YOU think people risk harming
themselves physically or in other ways…
26. when they have five or more drinks of an alcoholic
beverage once or twice a week?
27. if they smoke one or more packs of cigarettes per day?
28. if they smoke marijuana once or twice a week?
29. if they use prescription drugs that are not prescribed to
them?
30. if they vape (use e-cigs or JUULs)?

Have you ever used any of the following?

NO, Never

YES, But
NOT in the
Past 30 Days

YES, In Past
30 Days

□

□

□

□
□
□
□
□

□
□
□
□
□

□
□
□
□
□

31. Have you ever drank one or more drinks of an alcoholic
beverage?
32. Have you ever drank four or more alcoholic drinks in less
than 2 hours?
33. Have you ever smoked part or all of a cigarette?
34. Have you ever used marijuana or hashish?
35. Have you ever used prescription drugs not prescribed to you?
36. Have you ever vaped (used an e-cig, JUUL)?
Please choose the response that best describes how
you feel:
37. A party with alcohol is more fun.
38. It’s OK to drink sometimes even if you are underage.
39. My parents don’t think it is a big deal to drink alcohol if
you are underage.
40. It’s not a big deal to smoke marijuana.
41. My parents don’t think it is a big deal to smoke
marijuana.
42. It’s not a big deal to vape (use e-cigs, JUULs).
43. My parents monitor my social media and Internet use.
How much do you agree or disagree with the following?
44. It’s OK to take someone else’s prescription drugs.

45. Students in my grade drink for fun.
46. Students in my grade smoke weed for fun.
47. Adults in Trumbull value youth my age (e.g. adults listen
to what we have to say, they make us feel important).
How easy or hard would it be for you to get the
following substances if you wanted them?

Strongly
Agree

Somewhat
Agree

Somewhat
Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

□
□
□
□
□
□
□

□
□
□
□
□
□
□

□
□
□
□
□
□
□

□
□
□
□
□
□
□

Strongly
Agree

Somewhat
Agree

Somewhat
Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

□
□
□

□
□
□

□
□
□

□
□
□

□

□

□

□

Very
easy

Sort of
easy

Sort of
hard

Very hard
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48. Alcohol (beer, wine, hard liquor)
49. Marijuana
50. Prescription drugs (not prescribed to you)
51. Vapes (e-cigs, Juuls, etc)

□
□
□
□

□
□
□
□

If you have ever drank alcohol (more than a sip), where did you drink?
 I have not drank alcohol.

52. at my home.
53. at a friend’s home.
54. in a public place (park, beach, woods, etc.).
If you have ever drank alcohol (more than a sip), where did you get
it?
 I have not drank alcohol.

55. From my home.
56. From a friend’s home.
57. A parents provided it.
58. An older sibling or friend bought it for me.
If you have ever used a vaping device (e-cig, JUUL), where did you
get it?
 I have not used a vaping device (e-cig, JUUL)
59. I bought it at a store.
60. A parent provided it.
61. Someone bought it for me.
62. Someone gave it to me
During the past 12 months…
63. did you ever feel so sad or hopeless almost every day for two weeks or more in a
row that you stopped doing some usual activities?
How much stress, anxiety or worry do the following give you in
your day to day life?

64. Academics (Homework, Tests, Grades)
65. Schedule (Athletics, Extra-curricular, Volunteer commitments)
66. Social scene /Social Media/Friends
67. Home life

□
□
□
□

□
□
□
□

Yes

No

□
□
□

□
□
□

Yes

No

□
□
□
□

□
□
□
□

Yes

No

□
□
□
□

□
□
□
□

No

Yes





Low

Moderate

Extreme

□
□
□
□

□
□
□
□

□
□
□
□

THANK YOU FOR COMPLETING THIS ANONYMOUS SURVEY!!
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CORE VALUES AND BELIEFS
The Trumbull School Community engages in an environment conducive to learning which
believes that all students will read and write effectively, therefore communicating in an
articulate and coherent manner. All students will participate in activities that present problemsolving through critical thinking. Students will use technology as a tool applying it to decision
making. We believe that by fostering self-confidence, self-directed and student-centered
activities, we will promote independent thinkers and learners. We believe ethical conduct to
be paramount in sustaining the welcoming school climate that we presently enjoy.
Approved 8/26/2011

INTRODUCTION & PHILOSOPHY
Advanced Placement Chemistry provides students with a college-level foundation to support
future advanced coursework in chemistry. Students cultivate their understanding of chemistry
through inquiry-based investigations, as they explore content such as atomic structure,
intermolecular forces and bonding, chemical reactions, kinetics, thermodynamics, and
equilibrium.
AP Chemistry is offered primarily to juniors who have shown exceptional interest and who have
had success in the sciences during their freshman and sophomore years. The AP Chemistry
course is designed to be the equivalent of the general chemistry course usually taken during the
first college year.
To increase student understanding, the AP Chemistry course focuses on building a foundation
with four Big Ideas. These four fundamental concepts are applied to create meaningful
connections across different content, situations, and abstract concepts throughout the year. These
ideas are then further reinforced by the application of six Science Practices. The skills gained and
refined during the year will be practiced and adjusted based on the content of the material being
studied. Between the Big Ideas and Science Practices, students develop inquiry and reasoning
skills, such as designing a plan for collecting data, analyzing data, creating models and
representations, applying mathematical routines, developing a scientific argument, and
connecting concepts in and across domains.

COURSE GOALS
The following course goals derive from the 2019 College Board Science Practices for AP
Chemistry.
Science Practice 1: Models and Representations: The student can describe models and
representations, including across scales.
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Science Practice 2: Question and Method: The student can determine scientific questions and
methods.
Science Practice 3: Representing Data and Phenomena: The student can create representations or
models of chemical phenomena.
Science Practice 4: Model Analysis: The student can analyze and interpret models and
representations on a single scale or across multiple scales.
Science Practice 5: Mathematical Routines: The student can solve problems using mathematical
relationships.
Science Practice 6: Argumentation: The student can develop an explanation or scientific
argument.
The following course goal derives from the 2013 Next-Generation Science Standards.
NGSS.HS-PS1-8

Develop models to illustrate the changes in the composition of the nucleus
of the atom and the energy released during the processes of fission, fusion,
and radioactive decay.

COURSE ENDURING UNDERSTANDINGS
Students will understand that . . .
 Quantities in chemistry are expressed at both the macroscopic and atomic scale.
Explanations, predictions, and other forms of argumentation in chemistry require
understanding the meaning of these quantities, and the relationship between quantities at
the same scale and across scales. (Big Idea 1: Scale, Proportion, and Quantity)
 Properties of substances observable at the macroscopic scale emerge from the structures
of atoms and molecules and the interactions between them. Chemical reasoning moves in
both directions across these scales. Properties are predicted from known aspects of the
structures and interactions at the atomic scale. Observed properties are used to infer
aspects of the structures and interactions. (Big Idea 2: Structure and Properties)
 At its heart, chemistry is about the rearrangement of matter. Understanding the details of
these transformations requires reasoning at many levels as one must quantify what is
occurring both macroscopically and at the atomic level during the process. This reasoning
can be as simple as monitoring amounts of products made or as complex as visualizing
the intermolecular forces among the species in a mixture. The rate of a transformation is
also of interest, as particles must move and collide to initiate reaction events. (Big Idea 3:
Transformations)
 Energy has two important roles in characterizing and controlling chemical systems. The
first is accounting for the distribution of energy among the components of a system and
the ways that heat exchanges, chemical reactions, and phase transitions redistribute this
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energy. The second is in considering the enthalpic and entropic driving forces for a
chemical process. These are closely related to the dynamic equilibrium present in many
chemical systems and the ways in which changes in experimental conditions alter the
positions of these equilibria. (Big Idea 4: Energy)

COURSE ESSENTIAL QUESTIONS












How are molecular compounds arranged?
How do interactions between particles influence mixtures?
How are the properties of gases described?
How can one determine the structure and concentration of a chemical species in a mixture?
What are the processes related to changes in a substance?
Why are some reactions faster than others?
How are chemical transformations related to changes in energy?
How can reactions occur in more than one direction?
How are reactions involving acids and basis related to pH?
How is the favorability of a chemical or physical transformation determined?
How is electrical energy generated using chemical reactions?

COURSE KNOWLEDGE & SKILLS
Students will understand . . .










Avogadro’s number (N = 6.022 × 1023 mol-1 A) as providing the connection between the
number of moles in a pure sample of a substance and the number of constituent particles
(or formula units) of that substance.
the quantitative connection between the mass of a substance and the number of particles
that the substance contains. n = m/M.
the mass spectrum of a sample containing a single element that can be used to determine
the identity of the isotopes of that element and the relative abundance of each isotope in
nature.
the average atomic mass of an element that can be estimated from the weighted average
of the isotopic masses using the mass of each isotope and its relative abundance.
some pure substances that are composed of individual molecules, and others that consist
of atoms or ions held together in fixed proportions as described by a formula unit.
according to the law of definite proportions, that the ratio of the masses of the constituent
elements in any pure sample of that compound is always the same.
the chemical formula that lists the lowest whole number ratio of atoms of the elements in
a compound as the empirical formula.
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mixtures as containing molecules or formula units of two or more types, whose relative
proportions can vary.
elemental analysis as used to determine the relative numbers of atoms in a substance and
to determine its purity.
the atom as composed of negatively charged electrons and a positively charged nucleus
that is made of protons and neutrons.
Coulomb’s law as used to calculate the force between two charged particles.
in atoms and ions, the electrons being thought of as being in “shells (energy levels)” and
“subshells (sublevels),” as described by the electron configuration.
electron configuration as explained by quantum mechanics, as delineated in the Aufbau
principle and exemplified in the periodic table of the elements.
the relative energy required to remove an electron that can be estimated through a
qualitative application of Coulomb’s law.
the energies of the electrons in a given shell that can be measured experimentally with
photoelectron spectroscopy (PES), with the position of each peak in the PES spectrum
related to the energy required to remove an electron from the corresponding subshell, and
the height of each peak is (ideally) proportional to the number of electrons in that
subshell.
the organization of the periodic table based on the recurring properties of the elements
and explained by the pattern of electron configurations and the presence of completely or
partially filled shells (and subshells) of electrons in atoms.
trends in atomic properties within the periodic table (periodicity) that can be qualitatively
understood through the position of the element in the periodic table, Coulomb’s law, the
shell model, and the concept of shielding/effective nuclear charge. These properties
include: Ionization energy, Atomic and ionic radii, Electron affinity, and
Electronegativity.
the likelihood that two elements will form a chemical bond as determined by the
interactions between the valence electrons and nuclei of elements.
typical charges of atoms in ionic compounds as governed by their location on the periodic
table and the number of valence electrons.
valence electrons shared between atoms of similar electronegativity as constituting a
nonpolar covalent bond.
valence electrons shared between atoms of unequal electronegativity as constituting a
polar covalent bond.
all polar bonds as having some ionic character, and the difference between ionic and
covalent bonding as not distinct but rather a continuum.
in a metallic solid, the valence electrons from the metal atoms as considered to be
delocalized and not associated with any individual atom.
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a graph of potential energy versus the distance between atoms as a useful representation
for describing the interactions between atoms by illustrating both the equilibrium bond
length and the bond energy.
in a covalent bond, the bond length as influenced by both the size of the atom’s core and
the bond order.
Coulomb’s law as used to understand the strength of interactions between cations and
anions.
the cations and anions in an ionic crystal as arranged in a systematic, periodic 3-D array
that maximizes the attractive forces among cations and anions while minimizing the
repulsive forces.
interstitial alloys that form between atoms of different radii, where the smaller atoms fill
the interstitial spaces between the larger atoms
substitutional alloys that form between atoms of comparable radius, where one atom
substitutes for the other in the lattice.
Lewis diagrams as constructed according to an established set of principles.
in cases where more than one equivalent Lewis structure can be constructed, resonance as
included as a refinement to the Lewis structure to provide qualitatively accurate
predictions of molecular structure and properties.
the octet rule and formal charge as criteria for determining which of several possible
valid Lewis diagrams provides the best model for predicting molecular structure and
properties.
VSEPR theory as using the Coulombic repulsion between electrons as a basis for
predicting the arrangement of electron pairs around a central atom.
both Lewis diagrams and VSEPR theory as used for predicting electronic and structural
properties of many covalently bonded molecules and polyatomic ions.
the terms “hybridization” and “hybrid atomic orbital” as used to describe the arrangement
of electrons around a central atom.
bond formation as associated with overlap between atomic orbitals. In multiple bonds,
such overlap leads to the formation of both sigma and pi bonds.
London dispersion forces as a result of the Coulombic interactions between temporary,
fluctuating dipoles.
the dipole moment of a polar molecule as leading to additional interactions with other
chemical species: dipole-induced dipole interactions, dipole-dipole, and dipole-ion
interactions.
hydrogen bonding as a strong type of intermolecular interaction that exists when
hydrogen atoms covalently bonded to the highly electronegative atoms (N, O, and F) are
attracted to the negative end of a dipole formed by the electronegative atom (N, O, and F)
in a different molecule, or a different part of the same molecule.
in large biomolecules, noncovalent interactions as occurring between different molecules
or between different regions of the same large biomolecule.
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many properties of liquids and solids determined by the strengths and types of
intermolecular forces present.
the vapor pressure and boiling point as directly related to the strength of the
intermolecular interactions.
due to strong interactions between ions, ionic solids tending to have low vapor pressures,
high melting points, and high boiling points, tending to be brittle, and conducting
electricity when the ions are mobile.
in covalent network solids, the atoms as covalently bonded together into a threedimensional network (e.g., diamond) or layers of two-dimensional networks (e.g.,
graphite), and formed only from nonmetals.
due to the strong covalent interactions, covalent solids as having high melting points,
while three-dimensional network solids are also rigid and hard, because the covalent
bond angles are fixed.
molecular solids as generally having a low melting point because of the relatively weak
intermolecular forces present between the molecules, and as not conducting electricity.
metallic solids as good conductors of electricity and heat, due to the presence of free
valence electrons, and also tending to be malleable and ductile, due to the ease with
which the metal cores can rearrange their structure.
solids as crystalline, where the particles are arranged in a regular three-dimensional
structure, or amorphous, where the particles do not have a regular, orderly arrangement.
In both cases, the motion of the individual particles is limited, and the particles do not
undergo overall translation with respect to each other. The structure of the solid is
influenced by interparticle interactions and the ability of the particles to pack together.
the constituent particles in liquids as in close contact with each other, and continually
moving and colliding, with the arrangement and movement of particles influenced by the
nature and strength of the forces between the particles.
in the gas phase, the particles as in constant motion, with their frequencies of collision
and the average spacing between them dependent on temperature, pressure, and volume.
A gas has neither a definite volume nor a definite shape.
the macroscopic properties of ideal gases as related through the ideal gas law: PV = nRT.
in a sample containing a mixture of ideal gases, the pressure exerted by each component
(the partial pressure) is independent of the other components. PA = Ptotal × XA, where
XA = moles A/total moles; Ptotal = PA + PB + PC + . . .
the kinetic molecular theory (KMT) as relating the macroscopic properties of gases to
motions of the particles in the gas.
all the particles in a sample of matter as in continuous, random motion, with the average
kinetic energy of a particle related to its average velocity by the equation: KE = 1⁄2 mv2
the Kelvin temperature of a sample of matter as proportional to the average kinetic
energy of the particles in the sample.
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the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution as providing a graphical representation of the
energies/velocities of particles at a given temperature.
the ideal gas law as not explaining the actual behavior of real gases, with deviations from
the ideal gas law resulting from interparticle attractions among gas molecules,
particularly at conditions that are close to those resulting in condensation.
in a solution, macroscopic properties not varying throughout the sample, and in a
heterogeneous mixture, the macroscopic properties depending on location in the mixture.
solution composition expressed in a variety of ways, molarity being the most common
method used in the laboratory. EQN: M = nsolute /Lsolution
the components of a liquid solution as not being able to be separated by filtration, but
being able to be separated using processes that take advantage of differences in the
intermolecular interactions of the components such as chromatography (paper, thin-layer,
and column) or distillation.
substances with similar intermolecular interactions as tending to be miscible or soluble in
one another.
differences in absorption or emission of photons in different spectral regions as related to
the different types of molecular motion or electronic transition.
when a photon is absorbed (or emitted) by an atom or molecule, the energy of the species
as increased (or decreased) by an amount equal to the energy of the photon.
the wavelength of the electromagnetic wave as related to its frequency and the speed of
light by the equation: EQN: c = λν, and the energy of a photon as related to the frequency
of the electromagnetic wave through Planck’s equation (E = ℎν).
the Beer-Lambert law relating the absorption of light by a solution to three variables
according to the equation: EQN: A = 𝜖bc.
a physical change as occurring when a substance undergoes a change in properties but not
a change in composition.
a chemical change as occurring when substances are transformed into new substances,
typically with different compositions, with production of heat or light, formation of a gas,
formation of a precipitate, and/or color change providing possible evidence that a
chemical change has occurred.
all physical and chemical processes as being represented symbolically by balanced
equations.
chemical equations as representing chemical changes, and equations thus demonstrating
that mass is conserved in chemical reactions.
balanced molecular, complete ionic, and net ionic equations as differing symbolic forms
used to represent a chemical reaction.
since atoms must be conserved during a chemical process, the possibility of calculating
product amounts by using known reactant amounts, or calculating reactant amounts given
known product amounts when the balanced chemical equation is known.
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titrations that may be used to determine the concentration of an analyte in solution: the
titrant has a known concentration of a species that reacts specifically and quantitatively
with the analyte, and the equivalence point of the titration occurs when the analyte is
totally consumed by the reacting species in the titrant.
acid-base reactions as involving the transfer of one or more protons between chemical
species.
oxidation-reduction reactions as involving transfer of one or more electrons between
chemical species, as indicated by changes in oxidation numbers of the involved species.
in a redox reaction, electrons as being transferred from the species that is oxidized to the
species that is reduced.
precipitation reactions frequently involving mixing ions in aqueous solution to produce
an insoluble or sparingly soluble ionic compound, with all sodium, potassium,
ammonium, and nitrate salts soluble in water.
a Brønsted-Lowry acid as a proton donor and a Brønsted-Lowry base as a proton
acceptor.
water as playing an important role in many acid-base reactions, as its molecular structure
allows it to accept protons from and donate protons to dissolved species.
when an acid or base ionizes in water, the conjugate acid-base pairs as being able to be
identified and their relative strengths compared.
the kinetics of a chemical reaction as defined as the rate at which an amount of reactants
is converted to products per unit of time.
the rates of change of reactant and product concentrations as determined by the
stoichiometry in the balanced chemical equation.
the rate of a reaction as influenced by reactant concentrations, temperature, surface area,
catalysts, and other environmental factors.
experimental methods that can be used to monitor the amounts of reactants and/or
products of a reaction and to determine the rate of the reaction.
the rate law as expressing the rate of a reaction as proportional to the concentration of
each reactant raised to a power: the power of each reactant in the rate law is the order of
the reaction with respect to that reactant, and the sum of the powers of the reactant
concentrations in the rate law is the overall order of the reaction.
comparing initial rates of a reaction as a method to determine the order with respect to
each reactant.
if a reaction that is first order with respect to a reactant being monitored, a plot of the
natural log (ln) of the reactant concentration as a function of time as being linear.
if a reaction that is second order with respect to a reactant being monitored, a plot of the
reciprocal of the concentration of that reactant versus time as being linear.
the slopes of the concentration versus time data for zeroth, first, and second order
reactions as used to determine the rate constant for the reaction. Zeroth order: EQN: [A]t
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− [A]0 = −kt First order: EQN: ln[A]t − ln[A]0 = −kt Second order: EQN: 1/[A]t −
1/[A]0 = kt
half-life as a critical parameter for first order reactions because the half-life is constant
and related to the rate constant for the reaction by the equation: EQN: t 1/2 = 0.693/k
the rate law of an elementary reaction as inferred from the stoichiometry of the molecules
participating in a collision, with elementary reactions involving the simultaneous
collision of three or more particles being rare.
for an elementary reaction to successfully produce products, reactants as successfully
colliding to initiate bond-breaking and bond-making events.
in most reactions, only a small fraction of the collisions leading to a reaction, with
successful collisions having both sufficient energy to overcome energy barriers and
orientations that allow the bonds to rearrange in the required manner.
the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution curve describing the distribution of particle energies,
and this distribution being used to gain a qualitative estimate of the fraction of collisions
with sufficient energy to lead to a reaction, and also how that fraction depends on
temperature.
elementary reactions as typically involving the breaking of some bonds and the forming
of new ones.
the energy profile giving the energy along the reaction coordinate, which typically
proceeds from reactants, through a transition state, to products; the energy difference
between the reactants and the transition state is the activation energy for the forward
reaction.
the Arrhenius equation as relating the temperature dependence of the rate of an
elementary reaction to the activation energy needed by molecular collisions to reach the
transition state.
a reaction mechanism as consisting of a series of elementary reactions, or steps, that
occur in sequence; the components may include reactants, intermediates, products, and
catalysts.
experimental detection of a reaction intermediate as a common way to build evidence in
support of one reaction mechanism over an alternative mechanism.
for reaction mechanisms in which each elementary step is irreversible, or in which the
first step is rate limiting, the rate law of the reaction as set by the molecularity of the
slowest elementary step (i.e., the rate-limiting step).
if the first elementary reaction is not rate limiting, approximations (such as steady state)
needing to be made to determine a rate law expression.
knowledge of the energetics of each elementary reaction in a mechanism as allowing for
the construction of an energy profile for a multistep reaction.
in order for a catalyst to increase the rate of a reaction, the addition of the catalyst
needing to increase the number of effective collisions and/or provide a reaction path with
a lower activation energy relative to the original reaction coordinate.
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some catalysts as accelerating a reaction by binding to the reactant(s): the reactants are
either oriented more favorably or react with lower activation energy, and there is often a
new reaction intermediate in which the catalyst is bound to the reactant(s).
some catalysts as involving covalent bonding between the catalyst and the reactant(s), an
example being acid-base catalysis, in which a reactant or intermediate either gains or
loses a proton, introducing a new reaction intermediate and new elementary reactions
involving that intermediate.
temperature changes in a system as indicating energy changes.
energy changes in a system described as endothermic and exothermic processes such as
the heating or cooling of a substance, phase changes, or chemical transformations.
when a chemical reaction occurs, the energy of the system either decreasing (exothermic
reaction), increasing (endothermic reaction), or remaining the same.
the formation of a solution as an exothermic or endothermic process, depending on the
relative strengths of intermolecular/interparticle interactions before and after the
dissolution process.
the particles in a warmer body as having a greater average kinetic energy than those in a
cooler body.
collisions between particles in thermal contact that can result in the transfer of energy.
eventually, thermal equilibrium as reached as particles continue to collide; at thermal
equilibrium, the average kinetic energy of both bodies is the same, and hence, their
temperatures are the same.
the amount of heat transferred between two bodies as quantified by the heat transfer
equation: EQN: q = mcΔT. Calorimetry experiments are used to measure the transfer of
heat.
the first law of thermodynamics stating that energy is conserved in chemical and physical
processes.
the transfer of a given amount of thermal energy as not producing the same temperature
change in equal masses of matter with differing specific heat capacities.
heating a system as increasing the energy of the system, while cooling a system decreases
the energy of the system.
the specific heat capacity of a substance and the molar heat capacity as both are used in
energy calculations.
the energy absorbed during a phase change as equal to the energy released during a
complementary phase change in the opposite direction; for example, the molar heat of
condensation of a substance is equal to the negative of its molar heat of vaporization.
the enthalpy change of a reaction as giving the amount of heat energy released (for
negative values) or absorbed (for positive values) by a chemical reaction at constant
pressure.
the average energy required to break all of the bonds in the reactant molecules as being
able to be estimated by adding up the average bond energies of all the bonds in the
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reactant molecules; likewise, the average energy released in forming the bonds in the
product molecules can be estimated.
tables of standard enthalpies of formation that can be used to calculate the standard
enthalpies of reactions. EQN: ΔH°reaction = ΣΔHf °products − ΣΔHf °reactants
two of the principles of Hess’s law: first, when a reaction is reversed, the enthalpy change
stays constant in magnitude but becomes reversed in mathematical sign; second, when
two (or more) reactions are added to obtain an overall reaction, the individual enthalpy
changes of each reaction are added to obtain the net enthalpy of the overall reaction.
when the products of a reaction are at a different temperature than their surroundings,
they exchange energy with the surroundings to reach thermal equilibrium: thermal energy
is transferred to the surroundings from the products of an exothermic reaction, and
thermal energy is transferred from the surroundings to the products of an endothermic
reaction.
when equilibrium is reached, no observable changes occur in the system: reactants and
products are simultaneously present, and the concentrations or partial pressures of all
species remain constant.
the equilibrium state is dynamic: the forward and reverse processes continue to occur at
equal rates, resulting in no net observable change.
if the rate of the forward reaction is greater than the reverse reaction, then there is a net
conversion of reactants to products; if the rate of the reverse reaction is greater than that
of the forward reaction, then there is a net conversion of products to reactants.
the reaction quotient Qc as describing the relative concentrations of reaction species at
any time; for gas phase reactions, the reaction quotient may instead be written in terms of
pressures as Qp. The reaction quotient tends toward the equilibrium constant such that at
equilibrium Kc = Qc and Kp = Qp.
the reaction quotient as not including substances whose concentrations (or partial
pressures) are independent of the amount, such as for solids and pure liquids.
some equilibrium reactions as having very large K values and proceeding essentially to
completion, while ohers have very small K values and barely proceed at all.
when a reaction is reversed, K as being inverted; when the stoichiometric coefficients of
a reaction are multiplied by a factor c, K as being raised to the power c; when reactions
are added together, the K of the resulting overall reaction as being the product of the K’s
for the reactions that were summed.
the concentrations or partial pressures of species at equilibrium as being able to be
predicted given the balanced reaction, initial concentrations, and the appropriate K.
Le Châtelier’s principle as used to predict the response of a system to stresses such as
addition or removal of a chemical species, change in temperature, change in
volume/pressure of a gas-phase system, or dilution of a reaction system.
Le Châtelier’s principle as used to predict the effect that a stress will have on
experimentally measurable properties such as pH, temperature, and color of a solution.
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a disturbance to a system at equilibrium as causing Q to differ from K, thereby taking the
system out of equilibrium; the system responds by bringing Q back into agreement with
K, thereby establishing a new equilibrium state.
some stresses, such as changes in concentration, as causing a change in Q only, while a
change in temperature causes a change in K; in either case, the concentrations or partial
pressures of species redistribute to bring Q and K back into equality.
the dissolution of a salt as a reversible process whose extent can be described by K sp, the
solubility-product constant.
the solubility of a substance as being able to be calculated from the K sp for the
dissolution process; this relationship can also be used to predict the relative solubility of
different substances.
the solubility of a salt as reduced when it is dissolved into a solution that already contains
one of the ions present in the salt; the impact of this “common-ion effect” on solubility
can be understood qualitatively using Le Châtelier’s principle or calculated from the K sp
for the dissolution process.
the free energy change (ΔG°) for dissolution of a substance as reflecting a number of
factors: the breaking of the intermolecular interactions that hold the solid together, the
reorganization of the solvent around the dissolved species, and the interaction of the
dissolved species with the solvent. It is possible to estimate the sign and relative
magnitude of the enthalpic and entropic contributions to each of these factors; however,
making predictions for the total change in free energy of dissolution can be challenging.
the concentrations of hydronium ion and hydroxide ion as often reported as pH and pOH;
EQN: pH = −log[H3O+] EQN: pOH = −log[OH−]
water as autoionizing with an equilibrium constant Kw. EQN: Kw = [H3O+][OH−] = 1.0 ×
10−14 at 25°C
in pure water, pH = pOH as called a neutral solution. At 25°C, pKw = 14.0 and thus pH =
pOH = 7.0. EQN: pKw = 14 = pH + pOH at 25°C
molecules of a strong acid as completely ionizing in aqueous solution to produce
hydronium ions; as such, the concentration of H3O+ in a strong acid solution is equal to
the initial concentration of the strong acid, and thus the pH of the strong acid solution is
easily calculated.
when dissolved in solution, strong bases (e.g., group I and II hydroxides) as completely
dissociating to produce hydroxide ions; as such, the concentration of OH− in a strong
base solution is equal to the initial concentration of the strong base, and thus the pOH
(and pH) of the strong base solution is easily calculated.
molecules of a weak acid as only partially ionizing in water; thus, the concentration of
H3O+ is much less than the initial concentration of the molecular acid, and the vast
majority of the acid molecules remain un-ionized.
a solution of a weak acid as involving equilibrium between an un-ionized acid and its
conjugate base; the equilibrium constant for this reaction is Ka , often reported as pKa,
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and the pH of a weak acid solution can be determined from the initial acid concentration
and the pKa. EQN: pKa = −log Ka.
only a small percentage of molecules of a weak base as ionizing in water to produce OH−;
thus, the concentration of OH− in the solution does not equal the initial concentration of
the base, and the vast majority of the base molecules remain un-ionized.
a solution of a weak base as involving equilibrium between an un-ionized base and its
conjugate acid; the equilibrium constant for this reaction is Kb , often reported as pKb,
and the pH of a weak base solution can be determined from the initial base concentration
and the pKb . EQN: pKb = −log Kb.
when a strong acid and a strong base are mixed, they react quantitatively in a reaction
represented by the equation: H+ (aq) + OH− (aq) → H2O(l); the pH of the resulting
solution may be determined from the concentration of excess reagent.
when a weak acid and a strong base are mixed, they react quantitatively in a reaction
represented by the equation: HA(aq) + OH− (aq) → H2O(l) + A− (aq); if the weak acid
is in excess, then a buffer solution is formed, and the pH can be determined from the
Henderson-Hasselbalch (H−H) equation.
when a weak base and a strong acid are mixed, they will react quantitatively in a reaction
represented by the equation: B(aq) + H3O+ (aq)→ HB+ (aq) + H2O(l); if the weak base
is in excess, then a buffer solution is formed, and the pH can be determined from the
H−H equation.
an acid-base reaction as potentially carried out under controlled conditions in a titration;
at the equivalence point, the number of moles of titrant added is equal to the number of
moles of analyte originally present, and this relationship can be used to obtain the
concentration of the analyte.
for titrations of weak acids/bases, its being useful to consider the point halfway to the
equivalence point, that is, the half-equivalence point. At this point, there are equal
concentrations of each species in the conjugate acid-base pair, for example, for a weak
acid [HA] = [A− ], and because pH = pKa when the conjugate acid and base have equal
concentrations, the pKa can be determined from the pH at the half-equivalence point in a
titration.
for polyprotic acids, titration curves as being used to determine the number of acidic
protons; in doing so, the major species present at any point along the curve can be
identified, along with the pKa associated with each proton in a weak polyprotic acid.
strong acids as having very weak conjugate bases that are stabilized by electronegativity,
inductive effects, resonance, or some combination thereof.
strong bases as having very weak conjugate acids.
the protonation state of an acid or base (i.e., the relative concentrations of HA and A− ) as
being able to be predicted by comparing the pH of a solution to the pKa of the acid in that
solution: when solution pH < acid pKa , the acid form has a higher concentration than the
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base form, and when solution pH > acid pKa , the base form has a higher concentration
than the acid form.
acid-base indicators as substances that exhibit different properties (such as color) in their
protonated versus deprotonated state, making that property respond to the pH of a
solution.
a buffer solution as containing a large concentration of both members in a conjugate acidbase pair: the conjugate acid reacts with added base and the conjugate base reacts with
added acid, and these reactions are responsible for the ability of a buffer to stabilize pH.
the pH of the buffer as related to the pKa of the acid and the concentration ratio of the
conjugate acid-base pair; thhis relation is a consequence of the equilibrium expression
associated with the dissociation of a weak acid, and is described by the HendersonHasselbalch equation. Adding small amounts of acid or base to a buffered solution does
not significantly change the ratio of [A− ]/[HA] and thus does not significantly change
the solution pH.
when a buffer has more conjugate acid than base, its having a greater buffer capacity for
addition of added base than acid, and when a buffer has more conjugate base than acid,
its having a greater buffer capacity for addition of added acid than base.
entropy as increasing when matter becomes more dispersed, and for reactions involving
gas-phase reactants or products, the entropy as generally increasing when the total
number of moles of gas-phase products is greater than the total number of moles of gasphase reactants.
entropy as increasing when energy is dispersed; according to kinetic molecular theory
(KMT), the distribution of kinetic energy among the particles of a gas broadens as the
temperature increases, and as a result, the entropy of the system increases with an
increase in temperature.
the entropy change for a process as being able to be calculated from the absolute
entropies of the species involved before and after the process occurs. EQN: ΔSo reaction
= sum of the entropy of the products − sum of the entropy of the reactants.
the standard Gibbs free energy change for a chemical or physical process as being a
measure of thermodynamic favorability; the standard Gibbs free energy change for a
physical or chemical process can be determined from the standard Gibbs free energy of
formation of the reactants and products. EQN: ΔG°reaction = ΣΔGf ° products - ΣΔ Gf
°reactants
knowing the values of for a process at a given temperature as allowing to EQN: ΔG° =
ΔH° − T ΔS°.
the phrase “thermodynamically favored” (ΔGo < 0) as meaning that the products are
favored at equilibrium (K > 1).
in general, the temperature conditions for a process to be thermodynamically favored as
being able to be predicted from the signs of H and S; in cases where ΔHo < 0 and ΔSo >
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0, no calculation is necessary to determine that the process is thermodynamically favored
(ΔGo < 0).
processes that are thermodynamically favored, but do not proceed at a measurable rate, as
being under “kinetic control,” with high activation energy a common reason for a process
to be under kinetic control, and the fact that a process does not proceed at a noticeable
rate not meaning that the chemical system is at equilibrium.
the equilibrium constant as related to free energy by: ΔG° = −RT ln K.
connections between K and ΔG° as being able to be made qualitatively through
estimation: when ΔG° is near zero, the equilibrium constant will be close to 1, and when
ΔG° is much larger or much smaller than RT, the value of K deviates strongly from 1.
an external source of energy as used to make a thermodynamically unfavorable process
occur such as electrical energy to drive an electrolytic cell or charge a battery.
each component of an electrochemical cell (electrodes, solutions in the half-cells, salt
bridge, voltage/current measuring device) as playing a specific role in the overall
functioning of the cell; the operational characteristics of the cell (galvanic vs. electrolytic,
direction of electron flow, reactions occurring in each half-cell, change in electrode mass,
evolution of a gas at an electrode, ion flow through the salt bridge) can be described at
both the macroscopic and particulate levels.
galvanic, sometimes called voltaic, cells as involving a thermodynamically favored
reaction, and electrolytic cells as involving a thermodynamically unfavored reaction.
for all electrochemical cells, oxidation as occurring at the anode and reduction occurs at
the cathode.
electrochemistry as encompassing the study of redox reactions that occur within
electrochemical cells; the reactions are either thermodynamically favored (resulting in a
positive voltage) or thermodynamically unfavored (resulting in a negative voltage and
requiring an externally applied potential for the reaction to proceed).
the standard cell potential of electrochemical cells as being able to be calculated by
identifying the oxidation and reduction half-reactions and their respective standard
reduction potentials.
standard Gibbs free energy change as proportional to the negative of the cell potential for
the redox reaction from which it is constructed: ΔGo = −nFEo
equilibrium arguments such as Le Châtelier’s principle as not applying to electrochemical
systems, because the systems are not in equilibrium.
in concentration cells, the direction of spontaneous electron flow as being able to be
determined by considering the direction needed to reach equilibrium.
the effects of concentration on cell potential and the use conceptual reasoning, including
the qualitative use of the Nernst equation: E = Eo − (RT/nF) ln Q.
Faraday’s laws as used to determine the stoichiometry of the redox reaction occurring in
an electrochemical cell with respect to the number of electrons transferred, the mass of
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material deposited on or removed from an electrode, the current, the time elapsed, and the
charge of ionic species.
Students will be able to . . .






















describe the components of and quantitative information from models and representations
that illustrate particulate-level properties only.
describe the components of and quantitative information from models and representations
that illustrate both particulate-level and macroscopic level properties.
identify a testable scientific question based on an observation, data, or a model.
formulate a hypothesis or predict the results of an experiment.
identify experimental procedures that are aligned to a scientific question (which may
include a sketch of a lab setup).
make observations or collect data from representations of laboratory setups or results,
while attending to precision where appropriate.
identify or describe potential sources of experimental error.
explain how modifications to an experimental procedure will alter results.
represent chemical phenomena using appropriate graphing techniques, including correct
scale and units.
represent chemical substances or phenomena with appropriate diagrams or models (e.g.,
electron configuration).
represent visually the relationship between the structures and interactions across multiple
levels or scales (e.g., particulate to macroscopic).
explain chemical properties or phenomena (e.g., of atoms or molecules) using given
chemical theories, models, and representations.
explain whether a model is consistent with chemical theories.
explain the connection between particulate-level and macroscopic properties of a
substance using models and representations.
explain the degree to which a model or representation describes the connection between
particulate-level properties and macroscopic properties.
identify quantities needed to solve a problem from given information (e.g., text,
mathematical expressions, graphs, or tables).
identify an appropriate theory, definition, or mathematical relationship to solve a
problem.
explain the relationship between variables within an equation when one variable changes.
identify information presented graphically to solve a problem.
determine a balanced chemical equation for a given chemical phenomenon.
calculate, estimate, or predict an unknown quantity from known quantities by selecting
and following a logical computational pathway and attending to precision (e.g.,
performing dimensional analysis and attending to significant figures).
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make a scientific claim.
support a claim with evidence from experimental data.
support a claim with evidence from representations or models at the particulate level,
such as the structure of atoms and/or molecules.
provide reasoning to justify a claim using chemical principles or laws, or using
mathematical justification.
provide reasoning to justify a claim using connections between particulate and
macroscopic scales or levels.
explain the connection between experimental results and chemical concepts, processes, or
theories.
explain how potential sources of experimental error may affect the experimental results.
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COURSE SYLLABUS
Course Name
Advanced Placement Chemistry
Level
Advanced Placement
Prerequisites
Grade of B or higher in Honors Biology with teacher recommendation, along with
concurrent or prior enrollment in Honors PreCalculus or higher mathematics, or
Completion of Advanced College-Preparatory Chemistry or Honors Chemistry with
teacher recommendation and Department Chair permission, along with concurrent or
prior enrollment in Honors PreCalculus or higher mathematics
Materials Required
None
General Description of the Course
This is a college-level introductory chemistry course with emphasis on the quantitative
and qualitative aspects of inorganic chemistry. Development of laboratory skills in
analytical procedures is stressed, and considerable opportunity for individual study is
offered. This may not be taken as a pass-fail course. Summer work packets will be
assigned during the summer prior to the course.
Assured Assessments
Formative Assessments:
 Lab activity (Units 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13)
 Quiz based on summer work (Unit 1)
 Problem set (Units 1, 4, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12)
 Demonstration (Unit 5)
 Activity: Building a Periodic Table (Unit 6)
 Online activity: PhET Simulations (Unit 6)
 Activity sorting zero, first, and second order representative cards (Unit 8)
 Graphing activity: Determining band of stability (Unit 13)
 Online simulation modeling nuclear stability (Unit 13)
Summative Assessments:
 Assessment consisting of multiple-choice, free-response, and data-analysis questions
similar to the format of the College Board Advanced Placement Chemistry
Examination (Units 1,2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13)
 Final project and presentation (Unit 14)
Core Text
 Chang, Raymond, and Kenneth A. Goldsby. Chemistry. 11th ed. New York: McGrawHill, 2013. Print.
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UNIT 1
Chemistry Basics
Unit Goals
Learning Objectives (LOs) derive from the 2019 College Board AP Chemistry Course and Exam
Description.
At the completion of this unit, students will:
Compare different units using the mathematical process of dimensional analysis
and the concept of the mole.
Use chemical formulas, nomenclature, and particle models to identify and
represent substances by their unique combination of atoms.
Use stoichiometry to mathematically demonstrate that when a substance
undergoes a chemical change there is no mass gained or lost.
LO SPQ-1.A Calculate quantities of a substance or its relative number of particles using
dimensional analysis and the mole concept.
LO SPQ-1.B Explain the quantitative relationship between the mass spectrum of an element
and the masses of the element’s isotopes.
LO SPQ-2.A Explain the quantitative relationship between the elemental composition by mass
and the empirical formula of a pure substance.
LO SPQ-2.B Explain the quantitative relationship between the elemental composition by mass
and the composition of substances in a mixture.
LO SPQ-3.A Explain the relationship between the type of bonding and the properties of the
elements participating in the bond.
LO SAP-6.A Represent the differences between solid, liquid, and gas phases using a
particulate-level model.
LO.SPQ-4.A Explain changes in the amounts of reactants and products based on the balanced
reaction equation for a chemical process.
Unit Essential Questions




Why is the mole a useful concept for chemistry?
How are the physical and chemical properties of a species affected in a reaction?
How can a substance be uniquely represented?
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Scope and Sequence
1. Chemistry: The study of change
o Introduction to chemistry
o Classification and properties of matter
o Measurements
o Dimensional analysis
2. Atoms, molecules, ions
o Atomic theory
o Structure of the atom
o Formula writing and naming
3. Mass relationships in chemical reactions
o Atomic and molar mass
o Mass spectrometer
o Percent composition
o Empirical and molecular formulas
o Balancing equations
o Stoichiometry
o Percent yield
Assured Assessments
Formative Assessment:
 Lab activity: Mole of Rice
 Quiz based on summer work: Material from text Chps. 1 & 2
 Lab activity: Guided-Inquiry Experiment: Gravimetric Analysis to determine chemical
formula
 Problem set including naming ionic and covalent compounds, stoichiometry, limiting
reactant, percent yield, percent composition, and empirical formula problems
Summative Assessment:
 Assessment consisting of multiple-choice, free-response, and data-analysis questions
similar to the format of the College Board Advanced Placement Chemistry Examination
Resources
Core
 Chang, Raymond, and Kenneth A. Goldsby. Chemistry. 11th ed. New York: McGrawHill, 2013. Print. Chps. 1-3.
Supplemental
 AP Chemistry Guided-Inquiry Experiments: Applying the Science Practices. New York:
College Board, 2013. Print.
 Nelson, John H., and Kenneth C. Kemp. Chemistry: The Central Science: Laboratory
Experiments. 8th ed. Upper Saddle River, NJ: Prentice Hall, 2000. Print.
 Online problem solutions and tutorial videos
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Time Allotment


Approximately three weeks
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UNIT 2
Reactions in Aqueous Solutions
Unit Goals
Learning Objectives (LOs) derive from the 2015 College Board AP Biology Course and Exam
Description.
At the completion of this unit, students will:
Represent physical and chemical processes using symbols in a chemical equation.
Identify the chemical process used to produce a new substance.
Demonstrate the Law of Conservation of mass in different chemical reactions
through the use of titration.
Experimentally and mathematically determine the concentration of a given
solution.
LO SPQ-3.A Calculate the number of solute particles, volume, or molarity of solutions.
LO SAP-8.C Explain the amount of light absorbed by a solution of molecules or ions in
relationship to the concentration, path length, and molar absorptivity.
LO TRA-1.A Identify evidence of chemical and physical changes in matter.
LO TRA-1.B Represent changes in matter with a balanced chemical or net ionic equation:
a. For physical changes.
b. For given information about the identity of the reactants and/or products.
c. For ions in a given chemical reaction.
LO TRA-1.C Represent a given chemical reaction or physical process with a consistent
particulate model.
LO TRA-1.D Explain the relationship between macroscopic characteristics and bond
interactions for chemical and physical processes.
LO SPQ-4.B Identify the equivalence point in a titration based on the amounts of the titrant and
analyte, assuming the titration reaction goes to completion.
LO TRA-2.A Identify a reaction as acid-base, oxidation-reduction, or precipitation.
LO TRA-2.B Identify species as Brønsted-Lowry acids, bases, and/or conjugate acid-base pairs,
based on proton-transfer involving those species.
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LO TRA-6.A Explain the relationship between the occurrence of a reversible chemical or
physical process, and the establishment of equilibrium, to experimental
observations.
LO SPQ-3.B Using particulate models for mixtures:
a. Represent interactions between components.
b. Represent concentrations of components.
Unit Essential Questions




How are new substances produced in acid-base reactions?
How are new substances produced in oxidation-reduction reactions?
How can one determine the concentration of a solute in a solution?

Scope and Sequence
1. Reactions in aqueous solutions
o Properties of aqueous solutions
o Types of chemical reactions
o Oxidation-Reduction reactions
o Concentration of solutions
o Titrations: Acid-base and Redox
o Beer-Lambert law
Assured Assessments
Formative Assessment:
 Lab activity: Using titration to standardize a solution
 Lab activity: Guided-Inquiry Experiment: Development of an Activity Series and a Table
of Solubilities
Summative Assessment:
 Assessment consisting of multiple-choice, free-response, and data-analysis questions
similar to the format of the College Board Advanced Placement Chemistry Examination
Resources
Core
 Chang, Raymond, and Kenneth A. Goldsby. Chemistry. 11th ed. New York: McGrawHill, 2013. Print. Chp. 4.
Supplemental
 AP Chemistry Guided-Inquiry Experiments: Applying the Science Practices. New York:
College Board, 2013. Print.
 Nelson, John H., and Kenneth C. Kemp. Chemistry: The Central Science: Laboratory
Experiments. 8th ed. Upper Saddle River, NJ: Prentice Hall, 2000. Print.
 Online problem solutions and tutorial videos
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Time Allotment


Approximately two-three weeks
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UNIT 3
Gases
Unit Goals
Learning Objectives (LOs) derive from the 2015 College Board AP Biology Course and Exam
Description.
At the completion of this unit, students will:
Explain gas properties using the relationships among pressure, volume,
temperature, and moles.
Mathematically determine the properties of a sample of gas using the gas laws.
Predict the behavior of a sample of gas based on its properties.
LO SAP-6.A Represent the differences between solid, liquid, and gas phases using a
particulate-level model.
LO SAP-7.A Explain the relationship between the macroscopic properties of a sample of gas or
mixture of gases using the ideal gas law.
LO SAP-7.B Explain the relationship between the motion of particles and the macroscopic
properties of gases with:
a. The kinetic molecular theory (KMT).
b. A particulate model.
c. A graphical representation.
LO SAP-7.C Explain the relationship among non-ideal behaviors of gases, interparticle forces,
and/or volumes.
Unit Essential Questions




How can measurements at the macroscopic level be used to explain the motion and
interactions of particles at the molecular level?
How is the behavior of a sample of gas affected by the conditions of the environment?
What are the limitations of using the gas laws?

Scope and Sequence
1. Gases
o Basic properties of gases
o Gas laws
o Ideal gas law
o The Kinetic Molecular Theory of Gases
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o Deviations from ideal behavior
Assured Assessments
Formative Assessment:
 Lab activity: Determining the molar volume of a gas
 Lab activity: Determining the molar mass of a vapor
Summative Assessment:
 Assessment consisting of multiple-choice, free-response, and data-analysis questions
similar to the format of the College Board Advanced Placement Chemistry Examination
Resources
Core
 Chang, Raymond, and Kenneth A. Goldsby. Chemistry. 11th ed. New York: McGrawHill, 2013. Print. Chp. 5.
Supplemental
 AP Chemistry Guided-Inquiry Experiments: Applying the Science Practices. New York:
College Board, 2013. Print.
 Nelson, John H., and Kenneth C. Kemp. Chemistry: The Central Science: Laboratory
Experiments. 8th ed. Upper Saddle River, NJ: Prentice Hall, 2000. Print.
 Online problem solutions and tutorial videos
 Online simulations to demonstrate relationships between pressure, volume, and
temperature of a gas
Time Allotment


Approximately two weeks
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UNIT 4
Thermodynamics
Unit Goals
Learning Objectives (LOs) derive from the 2015 College Board AP Biology Course and Exam
Description.
At the completion of this unit, students will:
LO ENE-2.A Explain the relationship between experimental observations and energy changes
associated with a chemical or physical transformation.
LO ENE-2.B Represent a chemical or physical transformation with an energy diagram.
LO TRA-4.C Represent the activation energy and overall energy change in an elementary
reaction using a reaction energy profile.
LO ENE-2.C Explain the relationship between the transfer of thermal energy and molecular
collisions.
LO ENE-2.D Calculate the heat q absorbed or released by a system undergoing heating/cooling
based on the amount of the substance, the heat capacity, and the change in
temperature.
LO ENE-2.E Explain changes in the heat q absorbed or released by a system undergoing a
phase transition based on the amount of the substance in moles and the molar
enthalpy of the phase transition.
LO ENE-2.F Calculate the heat q absorbed or released by a system undergoing a chemical
reaction in relationship to the amount of the reacting substance in moles and the
molar enthalpy of reaction.
LO ENE-3.B Calculate the enthalpy change for a chemical or physical process based on the
standard enthalpies of formation.
LO ENE-3.C Represent a chemical or physical process as a sequence of steps.
Unit Essential Questions




How is energy conserved in a chemical reaction?
How is a calorimeter used to measure energy that is exchanged?
How can the enthalpy change of a reaction be determined?

Scope and Sequence
1. Thermodynamics
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o
o
o
o
o

Nature and types of energy
Energy in chemical reactions
Enthalpy
Calorimetry
Heat of solution and dilution

Assured Assessments
Formative Assessment:
 Lab activity: Guided-Inquiry Experiment: Energy Content of a Candle
 Lab activity: Using Hess’s Law to determine enthalpy change
 Problem set including calorimetry, calculating enthalphy change, and Hess’s Law
Summative Assessment:
 Assessment consisting of multiple-choice, free-response, and data-analysis questions
similar to the format of the College Board Advanced Placement Chemistry Examination
Resources
Core
 Chang, Raymond, and Kenneth A. Goldsby. Chemistry. 11th ed. New York: McGrawHill, 2013. Print. Chp. 6.
Supplemental
 AP Chemistry Guided-Inquiry Experiments: Applying the Science Practices. New York:
College Board, 2013. Print.
 Nelson, John H., and Kenneth C. Kemp. Chemistry: The Central Science: Laboratory
Experiments. 8th ed. Upper Saddle River, NJ: Prentice Hall, 2000. Print.
 Online problem solutions and tutorial videos
Time Allotment


Approximately two weeks
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UNIT 5
Quantum Theory
Unit Goals
Learning Objectives (LOs) derive from the 2015 College Board AP Biology Course and Exam
Description.
At the completion of this unit, students will:
LO SAP-1.A Represent the electron configuration of an element or ions of an element using the
Aufbau principle.
LO SAP-1.B Explain the relationship between the photoelectron spectrum of an atom or ion
and:
a. The electron configuration of the species.
b. The interactions between the electrons and the nucleus.
LO SAP-8.A Explain the relationship between a region of the electromagnetic spectrum and the
types of molecular or electronic transitions associated with that region.
LO SAP-8.B Explain the properties of an absorbed or emitted photon in relationship to an
electronic transition in an atom or molecule.
Unit Essential Questions




Why has the model of the atom changed?
What is the current model of the atom?
Why does PES data support the current atomic model?

Scope and Sequence
1. Quantum theory
o Photoelectric effect
o Bohr’s theory of the atom
o Dual nature of the electron
o Quantum mechanics
o Atomic orbitals
o Electron configuration and orbital diagrams
o Photoelectron spectroscopy (PES)
Assured Assessments
Formative Assessment:
 Demonstration: Spectral Tubes and Flame Test
 Lab activity: Guided-Inquiry Experiment: Seeing Stars Lab
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Summative Assessment:
 Assessment consisting of multiple-choice, free-response, and data-analysis questions
similar to the format of the College Board Advanced Placement Chemistry Examination
Resources
Core
 Chang, Raymond, and Kenneth A. Goldsby. Chemistry. 11th ed. New York: McGrawHill, 2013. Print. Chp. 7.
Supplemental
 AP Chemistry Guided-Inquiry Experiments: Applying the Science Practices. New York:
College Board, 2013. Print.
 Nelson, John H., and Kenneth C. Kemp. Chemistry: The Central Science: Laboratory
Experiments. 8th ed. Upper Saddle River, NJ: Prentice Hall, 2000. Print.
 Online problem solutions and tutorial videos
 Online simulation to show a representation of orbital shapes and filling order
Time Allotment


Approximately one week
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UNIT 6
Periodic Table Trends and Bonding
Unit Goals
Learning Objectives (LOs) derive from the 2015 College Board AP Biology Course and Exam
Description.
At the completion of this unit, students will:
LO SAP-2.A Explain the relationship between trends in atomic properties of elements and
electronic structure and periodicity.
LO SAP-2.B Explain the relationship between trends in the reactivity of elements and
periodicity.
LO SAP-3.A Explain the relationship between the type of bonding and the properties of the
elements participating in the bond.
LO SAP-3.B Represent the relationship between potential energy and distance between atoms,
based on factors that influence the interaction strength.
LO SAP-4.A Represent a molecule with a Lewis diagram.
LO SAP-4.B Represent a molecule with a Lewis diagram that accounts for resonance between
equivalent structures or that uses formal charge to select between nonequivalent
structures.
LO SAP-4.C Based on the relationship between Lewis diagrams, VSEPR theory, bond orders,
and bond polarities:
a. Explain structural properties of molecules.
b. Explain electron properties of molecules.
LO ENE-3.A Calculate the enthalpy change of a reaction based on the average bond energies of
bonds broken and formed in the reaction.
Unit Essential Questions





Why does the current organization of the periodic table allow for predictions of physical
and chemical properties?
How can effective nuclear charge explain all periodic trends?
Why are chemical bonds formed?
How does the shape of a molecule explain macroscopic properties of a substance?
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Scope and Sequence
1. Periodic relationships among the elements
o History of the periodic table
o Periodic classification of elements based on properties
o Periodic trends
2. Chemical Bonding I: Basic concepts
o Lewis dot symbols
o Ionic bond and lattice energy
o Covalent bond
o Drawing Lewis structures
o Formal charge
o Resonance structures
o Exceptions to the octet rule
o Bond enthalpy
3. Chemical Bonding II: Molecular geometry and hybridization of atomic orbitals
o Molecule geometry: VSEPR
o Dipole moments
o Valence bond theory
o Hybridization
o Molecular orbital theory
o Delocalized molecular orbitals
Assured Assessments
Formative Assessment:
 Activity: Building a Periodic Table
 Lab activity: Using molecular model kits to represent covalent molecules
 Online activity: PhET Simulations
Summative Assessment:
 Assessment consisting of multiple-choice, free-response, and data-analysis questions
similar to the format of the College Board Advanced Placement Chemistry Examination
Resources
Core
 Chang, Raymond, and Kenneth A. Goldsby. Chemistry. 11th ed. New York: McGrawHill, 2013. Print. Chps. 8-10.
Supplemental
 AP Chemistry Guided-Inquiry Experiments: Applying the Science Practices. New York:
College Board, 2013. Print.
 Nelson, John H., and Kenneth C. Kemp. Chemistry: The Central Science: Laboratory
Experiments. 8th ed. Upper Saddle River, NJ: Prentice Hall, 2000. Print.
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Online problem solutions and tutorial videos

Time Allotment


Approximately three weeks
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UNIT 7
Intermolecular Forces
Unit Goals
Learning Objectives (LOs) derive from the 2015 College Board AP Biology Course and Exam
Description.
At the completion of this unit, students will:
LO SAP-3.C Represent an ionic solid with a particulate model that is consistent with
Coulomb’s law and the properties of the constituent ions.
LO SAP-3.D Represent a metallic solid and/or alloy using a model to show essential
characteristics of the structure and interactions present in the substance.
LO SAP-5.A Explain the relationship between the chemical structures of molecules and the
relative strength of their intermolecular forces when:
a. The molecules are of the same chemical species.
b. The molecules are of two different chemical species.
LO SAP-5.B Explain the relationship among the macroscopic properties of a substance, the
particulate-level structure of the substance, and the interactions between these
particles.
LO SAP-6.A Represent the differences between solid, liquid, and gas phases using a
particulate-level model.
LO SAP-7.B Explain the relationship between the motion of particles and the macroscopic
properties of gases with:
a. The kinetic molecular theory (KMT).
b. A particulate model.
c. A graphical representation.
LO SPQ-3.A Calculate the number of solute particles, volume, or molarity of solutions.
LO SPQ-3.B Using particulate models for mixtures:
a. Represent interactions between components.
b. Represent concentrations of components.
LO SPQ-3.C Explain the relationship between the solubility of ionic and molecular compounds
in aqueous and nonaqueous solvents, and the intermolecular interactions between
particles.
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LO ENE-2.E Explain changes in the heat q absorbed or released by a system undergoing a
phase transition based on the amount of the substance in moles and the molar
enthalpy of the phase transition.
LO SPQ-5.D Explain the relationship between the solubility of a salt and changes in the
enthalpy and entropy that occur in the dissolution process.
Unit Essential Questions





How does the Kinetic Molecular Theory explain the behavior of solids and liquids?
How do intermolecular forces and their relative strengths relate to the physical and
chemical properties of a substance?
What effect do temperature and/or pressure changes have on the state of matter of a
substance?
How does particle interaction relate to energy changes during the solution process?

Scope and Sequence
1. Intermolecular forces and liquids and solids
o The Kinetic Molecular Theory of Liquids and Solids
o Intermolecular forces
o Properties of liquids
o X-ray diffraction of crystal structures
o Basic types of crystals
o Alloys interstitial and substitutional
o Amorphous solids
o Phase changes and diagrams
2. Physical properties of solutions
o Types of solutions
o Molecular view of solution process
o Concentration units
o Effect of temperature and pressure on solubilities
o Colligative properties of electrolytes and nonelectrolytes
o Colloids
Assured Assessments
Formative Assessment:
 Lab activity: Exploring polar versus nonpolar interactions
Summative Assessment:
 Assessment consisting of multiple-choice, free-response, and data-analysis questions
similar to the format of the College Board Advanced Placement Chemistry Examination
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Resources
Core
 Chang, Raymond, and Kenneth A. Goldsby. Chemistry. 11th ed. New York: McGrawHill, 2013. Print. Chps. 11-12.
Supplemental
 AP Chemistry Guided-Inquiry Experiments: Applying the Science Practices. New York:
College Board, 2013. Print.
 Nelson, John H., and Kenneth C. Kemp. Chemistry: The Central Science: Laboratory
Experiments. 8th ed. Upper Saddle River, NJ: Prentice Hall, 2000. Print.
 Online problem solutions and tutorial videos
Time Allotment


Approximately two weeks
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UNIT 8
Kinetics
Unit Goals
Learning Objectives (LOs) derive from the 2015 College Board AP Biology Course and Exam
Description.
At the completion of this unit, students will:
LO TRA-3.A Explain the relationship between the rate of a chemical reaction and experimental
parameters.
LO TRA-3.B Represent experimental data with a consistent rate law expression.
LO TRA-3.C Identify the rate law expression of a chemical reaction using data that show how
the concentrations of reaction species change over time.
LO TRA-4.A Represent an elementary reaction as a rate law expression using stoichiometry.
LO TRA-4.B Explain the relationship between the rate of an elementary reaction and the
frequency, energy, and orientation of molecular collisions.
LO TRA-4.C Represent the activation energy and overall energy change in an elementary
reaction using a reaction energy profile.
LO TRA-5.A Identify the components of a reaction mechanism.
LO TRA-5.B Identify the rate law for a reaction from a mechanism in which the first step is rate
limiting.
LO TRA-5.C Identify the rate law for a reaction from a mechanism in which the first step is not
rate limiting.
LO ENE-1.A Explain the relationship between the effect of a catalyst on a reaction and changes
in the reaction mechanism.
Unit Essential Questions




How does the collision theory explain the observed characteristics of a chemical
reaction?
How can the rate law of a chemical reaction be determined?
How do catalysts speed up chemical reactions?
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Scope and Sequence
1. Chemical kinetics
o Rate of a reaction
o Rate law
o Relationship between concentration and time
o Activation energy and temperature dependence of rate constants
o Reaction mechanisms
o Catalysis
Assured Assessments
Formative Assessment:
 Lab activity: Determining the reaction order
 Activity sorting zero, first, and second order representative cards
 Problem set including determining the rate law in various ways
Summative Assessment:
 Assessment consisting of multiple-choice, free-response, and data-analysis questions
similar to the format of the College Board Advanced Placement Chemistry Examination
Resources
Core
 Chang, Raymond, and Kenneth A. Goldsby. Chemistry. 11th ed. New York: McGrawHill, 2013. Print. Chp. 13.
Supplemental
 AP Chemistry Guided-Inquiry Experiments: Applying the Science Practices. New York:
College Board, 2013. Print.
 Nelson, John H., and Kenneth C. Kemp. Chemistry: The Central Science: Laboratory
Experiments. 8th ed. Upper Saddle River, NJ: Prentice Hall, 2000. Print.
 Online problem solutions and tutorial videos
Time Allotment


Approximately two weeks
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UNIT 9
Equilibrium
Unit Goals
Learning Objectives (LOs) derive from the 2015 College Board AP Biology Course and Exam
Description.
At the completion of this unit, students will:
LO TRA.6-A Explain the relationship between the occurrence of a reversible chemical or
physical process, and the establishment of equilibrium, to experimental
observations.
LO TRA.6-B Explain the relationship between the direction in which a reversible reaction
proceeds and the relative rates of the forward and reverse reactions.
LO TRA.7-A Represent the reaction quotient Qc or Qp1 for a reversible reaction, and the
corresponding equilibrium expressions Kc = Qc or Kp = Qp.
LO TRA.7-B Calculate Kc or Kp based on experimental observations of concentrations or
pressures at equilibrium.
LO TRA.7-C Explain the relationship between very large or very small values of K and the
relative concentrations of chemical species at equilibrium.
LO TRA.7-D Represent a multistep process with an overall equilibrium expression, using the
constituent K expressions for each individual reaction.
LO TRA.7-E Identify the concentrations or partial pressures of chemical species at equilibrium
based on the initial conditions and the equilibrium constant.
LO TRA.7-F Represent a system undergoing a reversible reaction with a particulate model.
LO TRA.8-A Identify the response of a system at equilibrium to an external stress, using Le
Châtelier’s principle.
LO TRA.8-B Explain the relationships between Q, K, and the direction in which a reversible
reaction will proceed to reach equilibrium.
Unit Essential Questions





How can one determine when a system is in equilibrium?
What is the law of mass action?
How does the equilibrium constant K relate to the direction and favorability of a reaction?
How does a system at equilibrium respond to stresses?
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Scope and Sequence
1. Chemical equilibrium
o Equilibrium constant
o Writing equilibrium constant expressions
o Relationship between kinetics and equilibrium
o Factors affecting equilibrium
Assured Assessments
Formative Assessment:
 Lab activity: Guided-Inquiry Experiment: Exploring Le Châtelier’s Principle
 Problem set focused on calculating K and Q, and predicting responses to system stressors
Summative Assessment:
 Assessment consisting of multiple-choice, free-response, and data-analysis questions
similar to the format of the College Board Advanced Placement Chemistry Examination
Resources
Core
 Chang, Raymond, and Kenneth A. Goldsby. Chemistry. 11th ed. New York: McGrawHill, 2013. Print. Chp. 14.
Supplemental
 AP Chemistry Guided-Inquiry Experiments: Applying the Science Practices. New York:
College Board, 2013. Print.
 Nelson, John H., and Kenneth C. Kemp. Chemistry: The Central Science: Laboratory
Experiments. 8th ed. Upper Saddle River, NJ: Prentice Hall, 2000. Print.
 Online problem solutions and tutorial videos
Time Allotment


Approximately two weeks
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UNIT 10
Acid-Base Equilibrium (Aqueous Equilibrium)
Unit Goals
Learning Objectives (LOs) derive from the 2015 College Board AP Biology Course and Exam
Description.
At the completion of this unit, students will:
LO SAP.9-A Calculate the values of pH and pOH, based on Kw and the concentration of all
species present in a neutral solution of water.
LO SAP.9-B Calculate pH and pOH based on concentrations of all species in a solution of a
strong acid or a strong base.
LO SAP.9-C Explain the relationship among pH, pOH, and concentrations of all species in a
solution of a monoprotic weak acid or weak base.
LO SAP.9-D Explain the relationship among the concentrations of major species in a mixture
of weak and strong acids and bases.
LO SAP.9-E Explain results from the titration of a mono- or polyprotic acid or base solution, in
relation to the properties of the solution and its components.
LO SAP.9-F Explain the relationship between the strength of an acid or base and the structure
of the molecule or ion.
LO SAP.10-A Explain the relationship between the predominant form of a weak acid or base in
solution at a given pH and the pKa of the conjugate acid or the pKb of the
conjugate base.
LO SAP.10-B Explain the relationship between the ability of a buffer to stabilize pH and the
reactions that occur when an acid or a base is added to a buffered solution.
LO SAP.10-C Identify the pH of a buffer solution based on the identity and concentrations of the
conjugate acid-base pair used to create the buffer.
LO SAP.10-D Explain the relationship between the buffer capacity of a solution and the relative
concentrations of the conjugate acid and conjugate base components of the
solution.
LO SPQ.5-A Calculate the solubility of a salt based on the value of Ksp for the salt.
LO SPQ.5-B Identify the solubility of a salt, and/or the value of Ksp for the salt, based on the
concentration of a common ion already present in solution.
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LO SPQ.5-C Identify the qualitative effect of changes in pH on the solubility of a salt.
LO SPQ.5-D Explain the relationship between the solubility of a salt and changes in the
enthalpy and entropy that occur in the dissolution process.
LO TRA.8-A Identify the response of a system at equilibrium to an external stress, using Le
Châtelier’s principle.
Unit Essential Questions






How are acids and bases defined?
What distinguishes a weak acid/base from a strong acid/base?
How does a buffer system minimize pH change?
Why are titration curves useful?
How is equilibrium applied to insoluble salts?

Scope and Sequence
1. Acids and bases
o Brønsted-Lowry acids and bases
o Acid-base properties of water
o pH
o Strength of acids and bases
o Weak acids and bases and ionization constants
o Ionization constants and conjugates
o Diprotic and polyprotic acids
o Molecular structure and the strength of acids
o Acid-base properties of salts, oxides, and hydroxides
o Lewis acids and bases
2. Acid-base equilibria and solubility equilibria
o Common ion effect
o Buffer solutions
o Acid-base titrations
o Acid-base indicators
o Solubility equilibria
o pH and solubility
o Complex ion equilibria and solubility
Assured Assessments
Formative Assessment:
 Lab activity: Guided-Inquiry Experiment: Determining the Ka for a weak acid
 Lab activity: Using half-equivalence point to determine the Ka for a weak acid
 Lab activity: The titration of acids and bases
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Lab activity: Determining the Ksp of an insoluble salt
Problem set including calculations of Ka, Kb, Ksp, pH, pOH, buffer systems, and titration
curves

Summative Assessment:
 Assessment consisting of multiple-choice, free-response, and data-analysis questions
similar to the format of the College Board Advanced Placement Chemistry Examination
Resources
Core
 Chang, Raymond, and Kenneth A. Goldsby. Chemistry. 11th ed. New York: McGrawHill, 2013. Print. Chps. 15-16.
Supplemental
 AP Chemistry Guided-Inquiry Experiments: Applying the Science Practices. New York:
College Board, 2013. Print.
 Nelson, John H., and Kenneth C. Kemp. Chemistry: The Central Science: Laboratory
Experiments. 8th ed. Upper Saddle River, NJ: Prentice Hall, 2000. Print.
 Online problem solutions and tutorial videos
Time Allotment


Approximately three-four weeks
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UNIT 11
Applications of Thermodynamics
Unit Goals
Learning Objectives (LOs) derive from the 2015 College Board AP Biology Course and Exam
Description.
At the completion of this unit, students will:
LO ENE.4-A Identify the sign and relative magnitude of the entropy change associated with
chemical or physical processes.
LO ENE.4-B Calculate the entropy change for a chemical or physical process based on the
absolute entropies of the species involved in the process.
LO ENE.4-C Explain whether a physical or chemical process is thermodynamically favored
based on an evaluation of ΔGo.
LO ENE.4-D Explain, in terms of kinetics, why a thermodynamically favored reaction might
not occur at a measurable rate.
LO ENE.5-A Explain whether a process is thermodynamically favored using the relationships
between K, ΔGo, and T.
Unit Essential Questions




How can the sign and magnitude of an entropy change be predicted using a chemical
equation?
What factors determine the favorability of a reaction?
What is the relationship between Gibbs free energy and equilibrium?

Scope and Sequence
1. Entropy, free energy, and equilibrium
o Three laws of thermodynamics
o Spontaneity
o Entropy
o Gibbs free energy
o Free energy and equilibrium
Assured Assessments
Formative Assessment:
 Lab activity: Guided-Inquiry Experiment: Predicting the thermodynamic favorability and
driving force of a chemical reaction
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Problem set with given problems for students to solve quantitatively and qualitatively
with ΔH, ΔS, and ΔG, and to predict their effect on reaction progression

Summative Assessment:
 Assessment consisting of multiple-choice, free-response, and data-analysis questions
similar to the format of the College Board Advanced Placement Chemistry Examination
Resources
Core
 Chang, Raymond, and Kenneth A. Goldsby. Chemistry. 11th ed. New York: McGrawHill, 2013. Print. Chp. 17.
Supplemental
 AP Chemistry Guided-Inquiry Experiments: Applying the Science Practices. New York:
College Board, 2013. Print.
 Nelson, John H., and Kenneth C. Kemp. Chemistry: The Central Science: Laboratory
Experiments. 8th ed. Upper Saddle River, NJ: Prentice Hall, 2000. Print.
 Online problem solutions and tutorial videos
Time Allotment


Approximately one week
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UNIT 12
Electrochemistry
Unit Goals
Learning Objectives (LOs) derive from the 2015 College Board AP Biology Course and Exam
Description.
At the completion of this unit, students will:
LO ENE.6-A Explain the relationship between the physical components of an electrochemical
cell and the overall operational principles of the cell.
LO ENE.6-B Explain whether an electrochemical cell is thermodynamically favored, based on
its standard cell potential and the constituent half-reactions within the cell.
LO ENE.6-C Explain the relationship between deviations from standard cell conditions and
changes in the cell potential.
LO ENE.6-D Calculate the amount of charge flow based on changes in the amounts of reactants
and products in an electrochemical cell.
LO ENE.5-B Explain the relationship between external sources of energy or coupled reactions
and their ability to drive thermodynamically unfavorable processes.
Unit Essential Questions





How does an electrochemical cell work?
How is the standard cell potential determined?
How can a non-spontaneous electrolytic cell work?
What is the relationship between standard reduction potential, Gibbs free energy, and
equilibrium?

Scope and Sequence
 Electrochemistry
o Redox reactions
o Galvanic cells
o Standard reduction potentials
o Thermodynamics of redox reactions
o Effect of concentration of cell EMF
o Batteries
o Corrosion
o Electrolysis
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Assured Assessments
Formative Assessment:
 Lab activity: Guided-Inquiry Experiment: Determining an unknown metal from standard
reduction potentials
 Problem set with AP-modeled electrochemistry problems
Summative Assessment:
 Assessment consisting of multiple-choice, free-response, and data-analysis questions
similar to the format of the College Board Advanced Placement Chemistry Examination
Resources
Core
 Chang, Raymond, and Kenneth A. Goldsby. Chemistry. 11th ed. New York: McGrawHill, 2013. Print. Chp. 18.
Supplemental
 AP Chemistry Guided-Inquiry Experiments: Applying the Science Practices. New York:
College Board, 2013. Print.
 Nelson, John H., and Kenneth C. Kemp. Chemistry: The Central Science: Laboratory
Experiments. 8th ed. Upper Saddle River, NJ: Prentice Hall, 2000. Print.
 Online problem solutions and tutorial videos
Time Allotment


Approximately one week
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UNIT 13
Nuclear Chemistry
Unit Goal
At the completion of this unit, students will:
NGSS.HS-PS1-8

Develop models to illustrate the changes in the composition of the nucleus
of the atom and the energy released during the processes of fission, fusion,
and radioactive decay.

Unit Essential Questions






What happens to atoms during nuclear decay?
What are the characteristics of alpha, beta, and gamma radiation?
How can a nuclide’s half-life be used to determine the amount remaining over time, and
how can half-life indicate the age of once-living artifacts?
What are benefits and drawbacks from the use of nuclear energy in society?
What are differences between nuclear fission and fusion?

Scope and Sequence
 Nuclear chemistry
o Early understanding and discovery of radiation
o Isotope stability
o Radioactive decay
o Types of radiation
o Fission and fusion reactions
o Nuclear weapons
o Nuclear power
o Ionizing radiation
o Half-life and carbon dating
o Applications of radiation
Assured Assessments
Formative Assessment:
 Graphing activity: Determining band of stability
 Lab activity: Determining average radiation exposure
 Lab activity: Modeling the radioactive decay process and half-life
 Online simulation modeling nuclear stability
Summative Assessment:
 Assessment consisting of multiple-choice, free-response, and data-analysis questions
similar to the format of the College Board Advanced Placement Chemistry Examination
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Resources
Core
 Chang, Raymond, and Kenneth A. Goldsby. Chemistry. 11th ed. New York: McGrawHill, 2013. Print. Chp. 19.
Supplemental
 PBS. Uranium: Twisting the Dragon’s Tail. https://www.pbs.org/show/uranium-twistingdragons-tail/. Web.
 Online problem solutions and tutorial videos
Time Allotment


Approximately two weeks
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UNIT 14
Independent Learning (Post-AP Exam)
After students take the AP Chemistry Examination, the remainder of the year is focused on the
completion of a project to demonstrate a deeper understanding of selected topics from the course.
Students will select 2-3 topics from the course. From these topics, each student will produce at
least one creative learning piece (e.g., a song parody, a children’s book, a comic) and at least one
study tool (e.g., online review questions, practice AP-style questions, online flashcards). The
student’s presentation of the project is expected to show mastery of the content and an enhanced
understanding by becoming the “teacher” of the material.
Time Allotment


Approximately two weeks
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COURSE CREDIT
1.25 credits in science
One class period daily, plus laboratory, for a full year

PREREQUISITES
Grade of B or higher in Honors Biology with teacher recommendation, along with concurrent or
prior enrollment in Honors PreCalculus or higher mathematics, or Completion of Advanced
College-Preparatory Chemistry or Honors Chemistry with teacher recommendation and
Department Chair permission, along with concurrent or prior enrollment in Honors PreCalculus
or higher mathematics.

CURRENT REFERENCE
AP Central. “AP Chemistry.” https://apcentral.collegeboard.org/courses/ap-chemistry/course.
Web.

ASSURED STUDENT PERFORMANCE RUBRICS




Trumbull High School School-Wide Writing Rubric (attached)
Trumbull High School School-Wide Problem-Solving Rubric (attached)
Trumbull High School School-Wide Independent Learning and Thinking Rubric (attached)
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Trumbull High School School-Wide Writing Rubric
Category/
Weight

Purpose
X_______

Exemplary
4
Student work:




Organization
X_______






Content
X_______




Use of
Language
X_______






Goal
3
Student work:

Establishes and
maintains a clear
purpose
Demonstrates an
insightful
understanding of
audience and task



Reflects sophisticated
organization throughout
Demonstrates logical
progression of ideas
Maintains a clear focus
Utilizes effective
transitions



Is accurate, explicit,
and vivid
Exhibits ideas that are
highly developed and
enhanced by specific
details and examples



Demonstrates excellent
use of language
Demonstrates a highly
effective use of
standard writing that
enhances
communication
Contains few or no
errors. Errors do not
detract from meaning
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Working Toward Goal
2
Student work:

Establishes and
maintains a purpose
Demonstrates an
accurate awareness
of audience and task




Reflects
organization
throughout
Demonstrates
logical progression
of ideas
Maintains a focus
Utilizes transitions



Is accurate and
relevant
Exhibits ideas that
are developed and
supported by details
and examples



Demonstrates
competent use of
language
Demonstrates
effective use of
standard writing
conventions
Contains few errors
Most errors do not
detract from
meaning














Needs Support
1-0
Student work:

Establishes a purpose
Demonstrates an
awareness of audience
and task



Reflects some
organization throughout
Demonstrates logical
progression of ideas at
times
Maintains a vague focus
May utilize some
ineffective transitions



May contain some
inaccuracies
Exhibits ideas that are
partially supported by
details and examples



Demonstrates use of
language
Demonstrates use of
standard writing
conventions
Contains errors that
detract from meaning















Does not establish a
clear purpose
Demonstrates
limited/no
awareness of
audience and task

Reflects little/no
organization
Lacks logical
progression of ideas
Maintains little/no
focus
Utilizes ineffective
or no transitions
Is inaccurate and
unclear
Exhibits limited/no
ideas supported by
specific details and
examples
Demonstrates
limited competency
in use of language
Demonstrates
limited use of
standard writing
conventions
Contains errors that
make it difficult to
determine meaning
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Trumbull High School School-Wide Problem-Solving Rubric
Category/
Weight

Exemplary
4

Goal
3

Working Toward
Goal
2

Needs Support
1-0

Understanding
X_______



Student demonstrates
clear understanding of
the problem and the
complexities of the
task



Student demonstrates
sufficient
understanding of the
problem and most of
the complexities of
the task



Student demonstrates
some understanding
of the problem but
requires assistance to
complete the task



Student demonstrates
limited or no
understanding of the
fundamental problem
after assistance with
the task

Research
X_______



Student gathers
compelling
information from
multiple sources
including digital, print,
and interpersonal



Student gathers
sufficient
information from
multiple sources
including digital,
print, and
interpersonal



Student gathers some
information from
few sources
including digital,
print, and
interpersonal



Student gathers
limited or no
information

Reasoning and
Strategies
X_______



Student demonstrates
strong critical thinking
skills to develop a
comprehensive plan
integrating multiple
strategies



Student demonstrates
sufficient critical
thinking skills to
develop a cohesive
plan integrating
strategies



Student
demonstrates some
critical thinking
skills to develop a
plan integrating
some strategies



Student demonstrates
limited or no critical
thinking skills and no
plan

Final Product
and/or
Presentation
X_______



Solution shows deep
understanding of the
problem and its
components
Solution shows
extensive use of 21stcentury technology
skills



Solution shows
sufficient
understanding of the
problem and its
components
Solution shows
sufficient use of 21stcentury technology
skills



Solution shows some
understanding of the
problem and its
components
Solution shows some
use of 21st-century
technology skills



Solution shows
limited or no
understanding of the
problem and its
components
Solution shows
limited or no use of
21st-century
technology skills
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Trumbull High School School-Wide
Independent Learning and Thinking Rubric
Category/
Weight

Exemplary
4

Goal
3

Working Toward
Goal
2

Needs Support
1-0

Proposal
X_______



Student demonstrates a
strong sense of
initiative by generating
compelling questions,
creating uniquely
original projects/work



Student demonstrates
initiative by
generating
appropriate
questions, creating
original
projects/work



Student
demonstrates some
initiative by
generating questions,
creating appropriate
projects/work



Student demonstrates
limited or no
initiative by
generating few
questions and creating
projects/work

Independent
Research &
Development
X_______



Student is analytical,
insightful, and works
independently to reach
a solution



Student is analytical,
and works
productively to reach
a solution



Student reaches a
solution with
direction



Student is unable to
reach a solution
without consistent
assistance

Presentation of
Final Product
X_______



Presentation shows
compelling evidence of
an independent learner
and thinker
Solution shows deep
understanding of the
problem and its
components
Solution shows
extensive and
appropriate application
of 21st-century skills



Presentation shows
clear evidence of an
independent learner
and thinker
Solution shows
adequate
understanding of the
problem and its
components
Solution shows
adequate application
of 21st-century skills



Presentation shows
some evidence of an
independent learner
and thinker
Solution shows some
understanding of the
problem and its
components
Solution shows some
application of 21stcentury skills



Presentation shows
limited or no
evidence of an
independent learner
and thinker
Solution shows
limited or no
understanding of the
problem and its
components
Solution shows
limited or no
application of 21stcentury skills
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CORE VALUES AND BELIEFS
The Trumbull School Community engages in an environment conducive to learning which
believes that all students will read and write effectively, therefore communicating in an
articulate and coherent manner. All students will participate in activities that present problemsolving through critical thinking. Students will use technology as a tool applying it to decision
making. We believe that by fostering self-confidence, self-directed and student-centered
activities, we will promote independent thinkers and learners. We believe ethical conduct to
be paramount in sustaining the welcoming school climate that we presently enjoy.
Approved 8/26/2011

INTRODUCTION & PHILOSOPHY
Grade eight language arts is a full-year course. Students actively engage in all aspects of
language arts: reading, writing, speaking, listening, and viewing. Students explore these strands
as they engage in the genres of reading, writing, and oral presentation, including meaningful
discussions about what they read and write. Collaboration is a cornerstone of the classroom as
students participate in small-group and large-group discussions and activities. Other media, such
as film, art, and music, are also integrated within units of study. Complex texts offer students the
challenges of grappling with works of exceptional craft and thought whose range extends across
genres, cultures, and centuries, and the opportunity to use their works to build and extend their
own writing. Students develop their writing skills as they engage in the processes of writing, and
conventions of writing are integrated into all writing units.
Middle school literacy is dynamic and ever-changing. Traditionally, reading, writing, speaking,
listening, and viewing have been identified as the critical skills in literacy development.
However, as information and technology shape our society, the definition of literacy and its
relationship to education also must change. Middle school language arts teachers support
students by teaching them the tools to construct and share meaning in a variety of contexts in
today’s world.
Texts, both those read by groups of students and those read by students independently, should
meet grade-level-appropriate norms for text complexity, appreciating the confluence of
qualitative, quantitative, and reader and task considerations. It is the assumption that students are
reading grade-level-appropriate texts in each unit of study, with scaffolding as necessary to
ultimately promote independent proficiency.

COURSE GOALS
The following course goals derive from the 2010 Connecticut Core Standards.
CCS.ELA-Literacy.RL.8.1/RI.8.1
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Cite the textual evidence that most strongly supports an
analysis of what the text says explicitly as well as
inferences drawn from the text.
2

CCS.ELA-Literacy.RL.8.2/RI.8.2

Use particular details to determine a theme or central
idea of a text and to analyze how it is developed over
the course of the text, including its relationship to
characters, setting, plot, and/or supporting ideas;
summarize the text.

CCS.ELA-Literacy.RL.8.3/RI.8.3

Analyze how ideas and themes develop and evolve over
the course of a text via particular incidents in the text or
particular connections among or distinctions between
individuals, ideas, or events.

CCS.ELA-Literacy.RL.8.4/RI.8.4

Understand the choices the author makes in words,
sentences, and paragraph structure, including analogies
or allusions to other texts, and how these choices
contribute to the meaning and purpose of the text.

CCS.ELA-Literacy.RL.8.5/RI.8.5

Understand the choices the author makes in
paragraph, chapter, or section structure of two or more
texts and how these choices contribute to the meaning
and purpose of each text.

CCS.ELA-Literacy.RL.8.6/RI.8.6

Explain how an author develops the point of view of
each narrator or speaker of a text, including how a
particular point of view is distinguished from others,
including that of the audience or reader, and the effects
of the differences in points of view.

CCS.ELA-Literacy.RL.8.7/RI.8.7

Analyze different media to compare, contrast, and
evaluate ideas presented in texts and the different
techniques used to convey and create those ideas.

CCS.ELA-Literacy.RI.8.8

Understand and evaluate the arguments and claims
presented in texts and analyze the supporting details.

CCS.ELA-Literacy.RL.8.9/RI.8.9

Compare and contrast ideas and structures of texts in
different forms or genres, including a fiction text and a
myth, traditional story, or religious work treating the
same topic.

CCS.ELA-Literacy.RL.8.10/RI.8.10

Read and comprehend literature, including stories,
dramas, and poems, and literary nonfiction, at the high
end of the grades 6-8 text complexity band
independently and proficiently.
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CCS.ELA-Literacy.W.8.1

Write arguments to support claims with clear reasons
and relevant evidence.

CCS.ELA-Literacy.W.8.2

Write informative/explanatory texts to examine a topic
and convey ideas, concepts, and information through
the selection, organization, and analysis of relevant
content.

CCS.ELA-Literacy.W.8.3

Write narratives to develop real or imagined
experiences or events using effective technique,
relevant descriptive details, and well-structured event
sequences.

CCS.ELA-Literacy.W.8.4

Produce clear and coherent writing in which the
development, organization, and style are appropriate to
task, purpose, and audience.

CCS.ELA-Literacy.W.8.5

With some guidance and support from peers and adults,
develop and strengthen writing as needed by planning,
revising, editing, rewriting, or trying a new approach,
focusing on how well purpose and audience have been
addressed.

CCS.ELA-Literacy.W.8.6

Use technology, including the Internet, to produce and
publish writing and present the relationships between
information and ideas efficiently as well as to interact
and collaborate with others.

CCS.ELA-Literacy.W.8.7

Conduct short research projects to answer a question
(including a self-generated question), drawing on
several sources and generating additional related,
focused questions that allow for multiple avenues of
exploration.

CCS.ELA-Literacy.W.8.8

Gather relevant information from multiple print and
digital sources, using search terms effectively; assess
the credibility and accuracy of each source; and quote
or paraphrase the data and conclusions of others while
avoiding plagiarism and following a standard format for
citation.

CCS.ELA-Literacy.W.8.9

Draw evidence from literary or informational texts to
support analysis, reflection, and research.

CCS.ELA-Literacy.W.8.10

Write routinely over extended time frames (time for
research, reflection, and revision) and shorter time
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frames (a single sitting or a day or two) for a range of
discipline-specific tasks, purposes, and audiences.
CCS.ELA-Literacy.SL.8.1

Engage effectively in a range of collaborative
discussions (one-on-one, in groups, and teacher-led)
with diverse partners on grade 8 topics, texts, and
issues, building on others’ ideas and expressing their
own clearly.

CCS.ELA-Literacy.SL.8.2

Analyze the purpose of information presented in
diverse media and formats (e.g., visually,
quantitatively, orally) and evaluate the motives (e.g.,
social, commercial, political) behind its presentation.

CCS.ELA-Literacy.SL.8.3

Delineate a speaker’s argument and specific claims,
evaluating the soundness of the reasoning and the
relevance and sufficiency of the evidence and
identifying when irrelevant evidence is introduced.

CCS.ELA-Literacy.SL.8.4

Present claims and findings, emphasizing salient points
in a focused, coherent manner with relevant evidence,
sound valid reasoning, and well-chosen details; use
appropriate eye contact, adequate volume, and clear
pronunciation.

CCS.ELA-Literacy.SL.8.5

Integrate multimedia and visual displays into
presentations to clarify information, strengthen claims
and evidence, and add interest.

CCS.ELA-Literacy.SL.8.6

Adapt speech to a variety of contexts and tasks,
demonstrating command of formal English when
indicated or appropriate.

CCS.ELA-Literacy.L.8.1

Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard
English grammar and usage when writing or speaking.

CCS.ELA-Literacy.L.8.2

Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard
English capitalization, punctuation, and spelling when
writing.

CCS.ELA-Literacy.L.8.3

Use knowledge of language and its conventions when
writing, speaking, reading, or listening.

CCS.ELA-Literacy.L.8.4

Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and
multiple-meaning words and phrases based on grade 8
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reading and content, choosing flexibly from a range of
strategies.
CCS.ELA-Literacy.L.8.5

Demonstrate understanding of figurative language,
word relationships, and nuances in word meanings.

CCS.ELA-Literacy.L.8.6

Acquire and use accurately grade-appropriate general
academic and domain-specific words and phrases;
gather vocabulary knowledge when considering a word
or phrase important to comprehension or expression.

COURSE ENDURING UNDERSTANDINGS
Reading
Students will understand that . . .
 textual evidence is necessary to support analysis of central idea, inference, and
summary.
 close reading will increase comprehension of text.
 there are similarities and differences between written text and other media.
 word meanings, structure, and point of view shape understanding of text.
Writing
Students will understand that . . .
 each type of writing (argumentative, informative, and narrative) has its unique
purpose, style, and structure.
 the production of clear, coherent writing is a process that requires planning, revising,
editing, rewriting, and using technology as a means to publish, and to possibly find a
new approach.
 effective research presents knowledge gained from the evaluation of multiple,
credible, and reliable sources that will clearly support a claim or explain a topic.
Speaking & Listening
Students will understand that . . .
 speakers use strategies and techniques for effective academic conversation and
presentation.
 listeners need to analyze purpose and to evaluate information presented in different
formats.
 listeners need to evaluate a speaker’s argument/reasoning and determine relevance.
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COURSE ESSENTIAL QUESTIONS
Reading





How does a reader come to understand and appreciate what he/she reads?
How does reading make me a better writer?
What do reading and writing in all their forms teach us about life and being human?
How do I unlock the power of words?

Writing





How do I effectively use the writing process?
How does reading a variety of genres enhance my writing?
What strategies can I use to write more effectively?
How do I gather and use information to support my thinking and writing?

Speaking & Listening





How do I listen?
How do I orally communicate ideas effectively to various audiences?
How do I engage in collaborative discussion?
How do I evaluate a speaker’s argument and reasoning?

COURSE KNOWLEDGE & SKILLS
Reading
Students will understand . . .
 the elements of fiction and nonfiction.
 the use of figurative language and connotative meaning.
 the impact of tone, word choice, and point of view on meaning.
 the varieties of text structures.
 the characteristics of different genres.
 the various types of media used for comparative study.
 key academic vocabulary.
Students will be able to . . .
 cite text evidence to support their analysis of a work.
 analyze the use of key details in informational text.
 describe the development of plot and character in a work.
 determine the theme/central idea of a work.
 summarize text.
 analyze elements of a given text structure.
 determine word meaning.
 distinguish fact from opinion.
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compare and contrast elements of different genres and media.
analyze the use of text features.
integrate information from different sources.
evaluate claims and supporting details.

Writing
Students will understand . . .
 the steps of process writing.
 the parts of an essay.
 the organizational structures and strategies for different types of writing.
 effective strategies to build fluency, elaboration, clarity, and interest.
 the use of figurative language.
 accurate and logical evidence necessary for elaboration of a topic.
 the characteristics of different genres.
 the various types of media used for comparative study.
 key academic vocabulary.
Students will be able to . . .
 introduce and support claims.
 acknowledge alternate or opposing claims.
 establish and maintain formal style.
 produce and develop writing mindful of task, purpose, and audience.
 use transitions.
 elaborate in a variety of ways.
 use precise language.
 conduct research.
 gather reliable information from reliable sources.
 paraphrase information.
 cite and document information according to MLA guidelines.
 peer-edit, self-edit, and revise their writing.
 publish writing.
Speaking & Listening
Students will understand . . .
 collaborative group discussion as an opportunity to express ideas and gain insights
and new understandings from others.
 viewing and listening to recordings as other ways to gather information and extend
learning of a topic, text, or issue under study.
 organization, elaboration, and strategies necessary for effective communication of
ideas in presentations.
 the use of visual displays and multimedia components to enhance presentations.
Students will be able to . . .
 participate in collaborative learning groups.
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prepare for collaborative discussion by completing required reading and/or written
work that supports the focus of discussion and collaboration and/or their role(s) in
that discussion/ group work.
participate in group collaboration by posing and responding to questions with relevant
and meaningful responses.
present information in both formal and informal settings.
produce and develop presentations mindful of task, purpose, and audience.
interpret information presented by their peers, recordings, videos, and other
multimedia.
use appropriate eye contact, adequate volume, and clear pronunciation.
include multimedia components and visual displays in their presentations.
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UNIT 1
What Makes a Good Story Meaningful?
Unit Goals
At the completion of this unit, students will:
CCS.ELA-Literacy.RL.8.1

Support textual understandings with the strongest, most
compelling details from the text.

CCS.ELA-Literacy.RL.8.2

Identify themes of several short stories and how they
are developed through the texts’ plots, settings, and
characters.

CCS.ELA-Literacy.W.8.2

Publish a multi-paragraph informative essay focused
on using text evidence to present a claim about a theme
of one of the short stories read.

CCS.ELA-Literacy.W.8.5

With some guidance and support from peers and adults,
develop and strengthen writing as needed by planning,
revising, editing, rewriting, or trying a new approach,
focusing on how well purpose and audience have been
addressed.

CCS.ELA-Literacy.SL.8.1

Engage effectively in a range of collaborative
discussions (one-on-one, in groups, and teacher-led)
with diverse partners on grade 8 topics, texts, and
issues, building on others’ ideas and expressing their
own clearly.

CCS.ELA-Literacy.SL.8.6

Adapt speech to a variety of contexts and tasks,
demonstrating command of formal English when
indicated or appropriate.

CCS.ELA-Literacy.L.8.1

Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard
English grammar and usage when writing or speaking.

CCS.ELA-Literacy.L.8.2

Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard
English capitalization, punctuation, and spelling when
writing.

CCS.ELA-Literacy.L.8.3

Use knowledge of language and its conventions when
writing, speaking, reading, or listening.

CCS.ELA-Literacy.L.8.4

Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and
multiple-meaning words and phrases based on grade 8
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reading and content, choosing flexibly from a range of
strategies.
CCS.ELA-Literacy.L.8.5

Demonstrate understanding of figurative language,
word relationships, and nuances in word meanings.

CCS.ELA-Literacy.L.8.6

Acquire and use accurately grade-appropriate general
academic and domain-specific words and phrases;
gather vocabulary knowledge when considering a word
or phrase important to comprehension or expression.

Unit Essential Questions



How can I best analyze a short story / novella?
What does being in control of one’s life really mean?

Scope and Sequence





Reviewing the major elements of fiction: plot, setting, character, and theme
Using mentor texts to study craft techniques and to apply them in text analysis
Reading, annotating, and discussing short texts to analyze literary elements, in particular
based on analysis of textual evidence
Reading closely to develop character



Developing strategies to create a claim






Writing short analytical responses to focused text-based questions
Reviewing elements of analytical writing via mentor texts and models
Finding and unpacking compelling text evidence
Demonstrating command of language conventions in both writing and speaking

Assured Assessments
Student performance on the following assessments will be included in the Trimester 1 report card.
Formative Assessment:
Students will annotate short texts read, providing evidence of the students’ ability to analyze
specific text details. Teachers will provide feedback on students’ annotations via checklists and
written/oral commentary.
Summative Assessment:
Each student will publish an analytical essay focused on using text evidence to present a claim
about a character in The Outsiders. The essay should include and explain relevant evidence from
the text. A common rubric will be used to assess the essay, and grades will be factored into the
trimester grade as a major element in a manner common to all grade 8 language arts teachers at
both middle schools.
Resources
* All teachers will teach the two core short stories and the core novel. Each teacher will also
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select one supplemental short story.
Core




Calkins, Lucy. Writing About Reading: From Reader’s Notebooks to Companion Books
(Grade 7, Unit 2). Units of Study in Argument, Informational, and Narrative Writing.
Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann, 2013. Print.
English Language Arts Common Core Performance Coach. Chicago: Triumph Learning,
2015. Print.
Hinton, S.E. The Outsiders.

Supplemental
 Teacher-selected poetry to complement short stories read.
 Bagdasarian, Adam. “Popularity.”
 Bradbury, Ray. “The Town Where No One Got Off.”
 Connell, Richard. “The Most Dangerous Game.”
 Dahl, Roald. “The Landlady.”
 Jackson, Shirley. “The Possibility of Evil.”
 Lessing, Doris. “Through the Tunnel.”
 Stockton, Frank R. “The Lady, or the Tiger?”
Time Allotment


Approximately seven weeks
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UNIT 2
Looking Ahead: School-to-Career Mini-Unit
Unit Goals
At the completion of this unit, students will:
CCS.ELA-Literacy.RL.8.1/RI.8.1

Cite the textual evidence that most strongly supports an
analysis of what the text says explicitly as well as
inferences drawn from the text.

CCS.ELA-Literacy.RL.8.7/RI.8.7

Analyze different media to compare, contrast, and
evaluate ideas presented in texts and the different
techniques used to convey and create those ideas.

CCS.ELA-Literacy.W.8.7

Conduct short research projects to answer a question
(including a self-generated question), drawing on
several sources and generating additional related,
focused questions that allow for multiple avenues of
exploration.

CCS.ELA-Literacy.SL.8.1

Engage effectively in a range of collaborative
discussions (one-on-one, in groups, and teacher-led)
with diverse partners on grade 8 topics, texts, and
issues, building on others’ ideas and expressing their
own clearly.

CCS.ELA-Literacy.SL.8.4

Present claims and findings, emphasizing salient points
in a focused, coherent manner with relevant evidence,
sound valid reasoning, and well-chosen details; use
appropriate eye contact, adequate volume, and clear
pronunciation.

CCS.ELA-Literacy.SL.8.5

Integrate multimedia and visual displays into
presentations to clarify information, strengthen claims
and evidence, and add interest.

CCS.ELA-Literacy.L.8.1

Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard
English grammar and usage when writing or speaking.

CCS.ELA-Literacy.L.8.2

Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard
English capitalization, punctuation, and spelling when
writing.

CCS.ELA-Literacy.L.8.3

Use knowledge of language and its conventions when
writing, speaking, reading, or listening.

CCS.ELA-Literacy.L.8.4

Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and
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multiple-meaning words and phrases based on grade 8
reading and content, choosing flexibly from a range of
strategies.
CCS.ELA-Literacy.L.8.5

Demonstrate understanding of figurative language,
word relationships, and nuances in word meanings.

CCS.ELA-Literacy.L.8.6

Acquire and use accurately grade-appropriate general
academic and domain-specific words and phrases;
gather vocabulary knowledge when considering a word
or phrase important to comprehension or expression.

Unit Essential Questions



How do my natural talents and interests lead me in exploring potential careers?
What sources of information aid my research regarding careers?

Scope and Sequence
 Exploring career options through Naviance
 Choosing and attending Career Night presentations
 Researching selected career using and documenting multiple sources of information
 Orally presenting information to classmates about selected career
 Completing a written reflection regarding the information gathered and the process used
Assured Assessments
Student performance on the following assessments will be included in the Trimester 1 report card.
Formative Assessment:
Students will complete an online Naviance survey.
Students will prepare notecards and a Works Referenced page following MLA documentation
format.
Students will complete a written reflection after their attendance at Career Night.
Summative Assessment:
Each student will prepare and deliver a slide presentation of his/her selected career. A common
rubric will be used to assess the presentation, and grades will be factored into the trimester grade
as a major element in a manner common to all grade 8 language arts teachers at both middle
schools.
Resources
Core




Naviance survey
Print and electronic career information
Career Night speaker presentations
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Supplemental
 Career-based interviews
Time Allotment


Approximately three weeks
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UNIT 3
Analyzing and Interpreting Historical Facts
Unit Goals
At the completion of this unit, students will:
CCS.ELA-Literacy.RL.8.1/RI.8.1

Cite the textual evidence that most strongly supports an
analysis of what the text says explicitly as well as
inferences drawn from the text.

CCS.ELA-Literacy.RI.8.8

Understand and evaluate the arguments and claims
presented in texts and analyze the supporting details.

CCS.ELA-Literacy.W.8.2

Write informative/explanatory texts to examine a topic
and convey ideas, concepts, and information through
the selection, organization, and analysis of relevant
content.

CCS.ELA-Literacy.W.8.4

Produce clear and coherent writing in which the
development, organization, and style are appropriate to
task, purpose, and audience.

CCS.ELA-Literacy.W.8.5

With some guidance and support from peers and adults,
develop and strengthen writing as needed by planning,
revising, editing, rewriting, or trying a new approach,
focusing on how well purpose and audience have been
addressed.

CCS.ELA-Literacy.W.8.7

Conduct short research projects to answer a question
(including a self-generated question), drawing on
several sources and generating additional related,
focused questions that allow for multiple avenues of
exploration.

CCS.ELA-Literacy.W.8.8

Gather relevant information from multiple print and
digital sources, using search terms effectively; assess
the credibility and accuracy of each source; and quote
or paraphrase the data and conclusions of others while
avoiding plagiarism and following a standard format for
citation.

CCS.ELA-Literacy.W.8.9

Draw evidence from literary or informational texts to
support analysis, reflection, and research.
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CCS.ELA-Literacy.L.8.1

Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard
English grammar and usage when writing or speaking.

CCS.ELA-Literacy.L.8.2

Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard
English capitalization, punctuation, and spelling when
writing.

CCS.ELA-Literacy.L.8.3

Use knowledge of language and its conventions when
writing, speaking, reading, or listening.

CCS.ELA-Literacy.L.8.4

Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and
multiple-meaning words and phrases based on grade 8
reading and content, choosing flexibly from a range of
strategies.

CCS.ELA-Literacy.L.8.5

Demonstrate understanding of figurative language,
word relationships, and nuances in word meanings.

CCS.ELA-Literacy.L.8.6

Acquire and use accurately grade-appropriate general
academic and domain-specific words and phrases;
gather vocabulary knowledge when considering a word
or phrase important to comprehension or expression.

Unit Essential Questions
 How does a guiding question guide research?
 How can I use information and questioning to develop a thesis statement?
 How can I locate and present information relevant to an era’s impact on society?
 How do certain individuals, events, and/or ideas come to impact society?
Scope and Sequence
 Developing ideas and insights about a historical topic
 Reviewing advanced research skills
 Researching a historical topic
 Reviewing advanced MLA documentation format
 Drawing conclusions and final thoughts on researched information, and developing a thesis
for use in a multi-paragraph informative essay
 Organizing strong research evidence in a multi-paragraph informative essay written in a
formal style, revising and editing content based on peer and teacher feedback, and publishing
the informative essay based on MLA documentation format, including parenthetical citations
Assured Assessments
Student performance on the following assessments will be included in the Trimester 2 report card.
Formative Assessment:
Students will develop a clear and focused thesis statement on the topic of choice.
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Students will develop a personal action plan to guide their research process and written essay.
Students will select trustworthy and reliable source materials to complete notecards and a
Works Referenced page following MLA documentation format.
Summative Assessment:
Each student will plan, draft, revise, and publish a formal research-based informational essay. A
common rubric will be used to assess the essay, and grades will be factored into the trimester
grade as a major element in a manner common to all grade 8 language arts teachers at both
middle schools.
Resources
Core
 Print and electronic sources related to the topic of choice
 English Language Arts Common Core Performance Coach. Chicago: Triumph Learning,
2015. Print.
Supplemental
 Interviews and online resources related to the topic of choice
 Catton, Bruce. “The Restless Decade.”
Time Allotment


Approximately three weeks
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UNIT 4
Studying the Importance of Family and Faith in Our Lives
Unit Goals
At the completion of this unit, students will:
CCS.ELA-Literacy.RL.8.1/RI.8.1

Cite the textual evidence that most strongly supports an
analysis of what the text says explicitly as well as
inferences drawn from the text.

CCS.ELA-Literacy.RL.8.2/RI.8.2

Use particular details to determine a theme or central
idea of a text and to analyze how it is developed over
the course of the text, including its relationship to
characters, setting, plot, and/or supporting ideas;
summarize the text.

CCS.ELA-Literacy.RL.8.3/RI.8.3

Analyze how ideas and themes develop and evolve over
the course of a text via particular incidents in the text or
particular connections among or distinctions between
individuals, ideas, or events.

CCS.ELA-Literacy.RL.8.4/RI.8.4

Understand the choices the author makes in words,
sentences, and paragraph structure, including analogies
or allusions to other texts, and how these choices
contribute to the meaning and purpose of the text.

CCS.ELA-Literacy.RL.8.6/RI.8.6

Explain how an author develops the point of view of
each narrator or speaker of a text, including how a
particular point of view is distinguished from others,
including that of the audience or reader, and the effects
of the differences in points of view.

CCS.ELA-Literacy.W.8.1

Write arguments to support claims with clear reasons
and relevant evidence.

CCS.ELA-Literacy.W.8.4

Produce clear and coherent writing in which the
development, organization, and style are appropriate to
task, purpose, and audience.

CCS.ELA-Literacy.W.8.5

With some guidance and support from peers and adults,
develop and strengthen writing as needed by planning,
revising, editing, rewriting, or trying a new approach,
focusing on how well purpose and audience have been
addressed.

CCS.ELA-Literacy.W.8.8

Gather relevant information from multiple print and
digital sources, using search terms effectively; assess
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the credibility and accuracy of each source; and quote
or paraphrase the data and conclusions of others while
avoiding plagiarism and following a standard format for
citation.
CCS.ELA-Literacy.W.8.9

Draw evidence from literary or informational texts to
support analysis, reflection, and research.

CCS.ELA-Literacy.SL.8.1

Engage effectively in a range of collaborative
discussions (one-on-one, in groups, and teacher-led)
with diverse partners on grade 8 topics, texts, and
issues, building on others’ ideas and expressing their
own clearly.

CCS.ELA-Literacy.SL.8.6

Adapt speech to a variety of contexts and tasks,
demonstrating command of formal English when
indicated or appropriate.

CCS.ELA-Literacy.L.8.1

Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard
English grammar and usage when writing or speaking.

CCS.ELA-Literacy.L.8.2

Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard
English capitalization, punctuation, and spelling when
writing.

CCS.ELA-Literacy.L.8.3

Use knowledge of language and its conventions when
writing, speaking, reading, or listening.

CCS.ELA-Literacy.L.8.4

Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and
multiple-meaning words and phrases based on grade 8
reading and content, choosing flexibly from a range of
strategies.

CCS.ELA-Literacy.L.8.5

Demonstrate understanding of figurative language,
word relationships, and nuances in word meanings.

CCS.ELA-Literacy.L.8.6

Acquire and use accurately grade-appropriate general
academic and domain-specific words and phrases;
gather vocabulary knowledge when considering a word
or phrase important to comprehension or expression.

Unit Essential Questions
 How do family and faith affect human resiliency?
 What are the perils of indifference?
 What are our responsibilities in building better communities and a better world?
 How do people use different lenses to view the world?
 How can I develop and support my claims and counterclaims in a cohesive and organized
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manner?
How can I prioritize relevant information to effectively support a claim?

Scope and Sequence
 Reading and discussing Brown’s Boys in the Boat or Wiesel’s Night in both small and large
groups
 Analyzing central themes of the selected text and other supporting texts, and their
development
 Series of seven nonfiction author craft and theme lessons from Writing About Reading: From
Reader’s Notebooks to Companion Books
 Incorporating and expanding upon text evidence to support claim
 Clarifying relationships between evidence and ideas
 Framing essays with relevance and context: introductions and conclusions
 Organizing strong text evidence in a multi-paragraph literary essay, revising and editing
content based on peer and teacher feedback, and publishing the essay based on MLA
documentation format, including parenthetical citations
Assured Assessments
Student performance on the following assessments will be included in the Trimester 2 report card.
Formative Assessment:
Students will complete reader responses in their reader’s notebooks.
Students will complete periodic reading checks.
Students will engage in collaborative discussions.
Students will collect significant text evidence to support theme.
Students will draft an author’s craft-based claim for the selected work.
Students will use the universal checklist to guide their written work.
Summative Assessment:
Each student will plan, draft, revise, and publish a literary essay focused on the use of author’s
craft within the selected work. A common rubric will be used to assess the essay, and grades will
be factored into the trimester grade as a major element in a manner common to all grade 8
language arts teachers at both middle schools.
Resources
Core
 Brown, Daniel James. Boys in the Boat (Young Readers Adaptation): The True Story of an
American Team’s Epic Journey to Win Gold at the 1936 Olympics. New York: Puffin, 2015.
Print.
 Calkins, Lucy. Writing About Reading: From Reader’s Notebooks to Companion Books
(Grade 7, Unit 2). Units of Study in Argument, Informational, and Narrative Writing.
Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann, 2013. Print.
 English Language Arts Common Core Performance Coach. Chicago: Triumph Learning,
2015. Print.
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Wiesel, Elie. Night. New York: Hill, 2006. Print.

Supplemental
 Print and online resources related to the selected text
 Teacher-selected videos, photographs, and art
Time Allotment


Approximately seven weeks
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UNIT 5
Reviewing Writing and Language Skills and Analysis
Unit Goals
At the completion of this unit, students will:
CCS.ELA-Literacy.RL.8.1/RI.8.1

Cite the textual evidence that most strongly supports an
analysis of what the text says explicitly as well as
inferences drawn from the text.

CCS.ELA-Literacy.RL.8.2/RI.8.2

Use particular details to determine a theme or central
idea of a text and to analyze how it is developed over
the course of the text, including its relationship to
characters, setting, plot, and/or supporting ideas;
summarize the text.

CCS.ELA-Literacy.RL.8.3/RI.8.3

Analyze how ideas and themes develop and evolve over
the course of a text via particular incidents in the text or
particular connections among or distinctions between
individuals, ideas, or events.

CCS.ELA-Literacy.RL.8.4/RI.8.4

Understand the choices the author makes in words,
sentences, and paragraph structure, including analogies
or allusions to other texts, and how these choices
contribute to the meaning and purpose of the text.

CCS.ELA-Literacy.RL.8.5/RI.8.5

Understand the choices the author makes in
paragraph, chapter, or section structure of two or more
texts and how these choices contribute to the meaning
and purpose of each text.

CCS.ELA-Literacy.RL.8.6/RI.8.6

Explain how an author develops the point of view of
each narrator or speaker of a text, including how a
particular point of view is distinguished from others,
including that of the audience or reader, and the effects
of the differences in points of view.

CCS.ELA-Literacy.RL.8.7/RI.8.7

Analyze different media to compare, contrast, and
evaluate ideas presented in texts and the different
techniques used to convey and create those ideas.

CCS.ELA-Literacy.RI.8.8

Understand and evaluate the arguments and claims
presented in texts and analyze the supporting details.

CCS.ELA-Literacy.RL.8.9/RI.8.9

Compare and contrast ideas and structures of texts in
different forms or genres, including a fiction text and a
myth, traditional story, or religious work treating the
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same topic.
CCS.ELA-Literacy.RL.8.10/RI.8.10

Read and comprehend literature, including stories,
dramas, and poems, and literary nonfiction, at the high
end of the grades 6-8 text complexity band
independently and proficiently.

CCS.ELA-Literacy.W.8.1

Write arguments to support claims with clear reasons
and relevant evidence.

CCS.ELA-Literacy.W.8.2

Write informative/explanatory texts to examine a topic
and convey ideas, concepts, and information through
the selection, organization, and analysis of relevant
content.

CCS.ELA-Literacy.W.8.3

Write narratives to develop real or imagined
experiences or events using effective technique,
relevant descriptive details, and well-structured event
sequences.

CCS.ELA-Literacy.W.8.4

Produce clear and coherent writing in which the
development, organization, and style are appropriate to
task, purpose, and audience.

CCS.ELA-Literacy.W.8.5

With some guidance and support from peers and adults,
develop and strengthen writing as needed by planning,
revising, editing, rewriting, or trying a new approach,
focusing on how well purpose and audience have been
addressed.

CCS.ELA-Literacy.W.8.6

Use technology, including the Internet, to produce and
publish writing and present the relationships between
information and ideas efficiently as well as to interact
and collaborate with others.

CCS.ELA-Literacy.W.8.7

Conduct short research projects to answer a question
(including a self-generated question), drawing on
several sources and generating additional related,
focused questions that allow for multiple avenues of
exploration.

CCS.ELA-Literacy.W.8.8

Gather relevant information from multiple print and
digital sources, using search terms effectively; assess
the credibility and accuracy of each source; and quote
or paraphrase the data and conclusions of others while
avoiding plagiarism and following a standard format for
citation.
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CCS.ELA-Literacy.W.8.9

Draw evidence from literary or informational texts to
support analysis, reflection, and research.

CCS.ELA-Literacy.W.8.10

Write routinely over extended time frames (time for
research, reflection, and revision) and shorter time frames (a
single sitting or a day or two) for a range of disciplinespecific tasks, purposes, and audiences.

CCS.ELA-Literacy.SL.8.2

Analyze the purpose of information presented in
diverse media and formats (e.g., visually,
quantitatively, orally) and evaluate the motives (e.g.,
social, commercial, political) behind its presentation.

CCS.ELA-Literacy.SL.8.3

Delineate a speaker’s argument and specific claims,
evaluating the soundness of the reasoning and the
relevance and sufficiency of the evidence and
identifying when irrelevant evidence is introduced.

CCS.ELA-Literacy.L.8.1

Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard
English grammar and usage when writing or speaking.

CCS.ELA-Literacy.L.8.2

Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard
English capitalization, punctuation, and spelling when
writing.

CCS.ELA-Literacy.L.8.3

Use knowledge of language and its conventions when
writing, speaking, reading, or listening.

CCS.ELA-Literacy.L.8.4

Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and
multiple-meaning words and phrases based on grade 8
reading and content, choosing flexibly from a range of
strategies.

CCS.ELA-Literacy.L.8.5

Demonstrate understanding of figurative language,
word relationships, and nuances in word meanings.

CCS.ELA-Literacy.L.8.6

Acquire and use accurately grade-appropriate general
academic and domain-specific words and phrases;
gather vocabulary knowledge when considering a word
or phrase important to comprehension or expression.

Unit Essential Questions
 How can I use the writing process to best convey my ideas?
 How do audience and purpose affect writing?
 How can I maintain the voice and style of another author?
 What are the components of a well-constructed written piece?
 How can I use effective test-taking strategies, including determining what a question is asking
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of me?
How do I apply the conventions of writing correctly?

Scope and Sequence
 Completing multiple drafts of introductions, body paragraphs, and/or conclusions of narrative,
informational, and/or argumentative pieces of writing, varying language and style toward
adjusted purposes, and applying the conventions of writing properly
 Practicing answering selected-response and constructed-response questions in discrete
preparation for the Smarter Balanced assessment
Assured Assessments
Student performance on the following assessments will be included in the Trimester 3 report card.
Formative Assessment:
Students will complete selected-response and constructed-response questions.
Resources
Core
 English Language Arts Common Core Performance Coach. Chicago: Triumph Learning,
2015. Print.
Supplemental
 Teacher-selected articles, vocabulary, writing, and grammar activities
Time Allotment


Approximately three weeks
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UNIT 6
Analyzing the Impact of Society’s Traditions and Rules
Unit Goals
At the completion of this unit, students will:
CCS.ELA-Literacy.RL.8.1/RI.8.1

Cite the textual evidence that most strongly supports an
analysis of what the text says explicitly as well as
inferences drawn from the text.

CCS.ELA-Literacy.RL.8.2/RI.8.2

Use particular details to determine a theme or central
idea of a text and to analyze how it is developed over
the course of the text, including its relationship to
characters, setting, plot, and/or supporting ideas;
summarize the text.

CCS.ELA-Literacy.RL.8.3/RI.8.3

Analyze how ideas and themes develop and evolve over
the course of a text via particular incidents in the text or
particular connections among or distinctions between
individuals, ideas, or events.

CCS.ELA-Literacy.RL.8.4/RI.8.4

Understand the choices the author makes in words,
sentences, and paragraph structure, including analogies
or allusions to other texts, and how these choices
contribute to the meaning and purpose of the text.

CCS.ELA-Literacy.RL.8.6/RI.8.6

Explain how an author develops the point of view of
each narrator or speaker of a text, including how a
particular point of view is distinguished from others,
including that of the audience or reader, and the effects
of the differences in points of view.

CCS.ELA-Literacy.W.8.1

Write arguments to support claims with clear reasons
and relevant evidence.

CCS.ELA-Literacy.W.8.4

Produce clear and coherent writing in which the
development, organization, and style are appropriate to
task, purpose, and audience.

CCS.ELA-Literacy.W.8.5

With some guidance and support from peers and adults,
develop and strengthen writing as needed by planning,
revising, editing, rewriting, or trying a new approach,
focusing on how well purpose and audience have been
addressed.

CCS.ELA-Literacy.W.8.8

Gather relevant information from multiple print and
digital sources, using search terms effectively; assess
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the credibility and accuracy of each source; and quote
or paraphrase the data and conclusions of others while
avoiding plagiarism and following a standard format for
citation.
CCS.ELA-Literacy.W.8.9

Draw evidence from literary or informational texts to
support analysis, reflection, and research.

CCS.ELA-Literacy.SL.8.1

Engage effectively in a range of collaborative
discussions (one-on-one, in groups, and teacher-led)
with diverse partners on grade 8 topics, texts, and
issues, building on others’ ideas and expressing their
own clearly.

CCS.ELA-Literacy.SL.8.6

Adapt speech to a variety of contexts and tasks,
demonstrating command of formal English when
indicated or appropriate.

CCS.ELA-Literacy.L.8.1

Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard
English grammar and usage when writing or speaking.

CCS.ELA-Literacy.L.8.2

Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard
English capitalization, punctuation, and spelling when
writing.

CCS.ELA-Literacy.L.8.3

Use knowledge of language and its conventions when
writing, speaking, reading, or listening.

CCS.ELA-Literacy.L.8.4

Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and
multiple-meaning words and phrases based on grade 8
reading and content, choosing flexibly from a range of
strategies.

CCS.ELA-Literacy.L.8.5

Demonstrate understanding of figurative language,
word relationships, and nuances in word meanings.

CCS.ELA-Literacy.L.8.6

Acquire and use accurately grade-appropriate general
academic and domain-specific words and phrases;
gather vocabulary knowledge when considering a word
or phrase important to comprehension or expression.

Unit Essential Questions
 How does society play a role in influencing our values and beliefs?
 What does it take to stand up for what you know is right?
 How can a novel’s themes relate to our own world?
 How do people use different lenses to view the world?
 How does author’s craft contribute to the meaning of a story?
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Scope and Sequence
 Reading and discussing Lee’s To Kill a Mockingbird in both small and large groups
 Understanding the power of a symbol in a literary work
 Analyzing central themes of the novel and their development over the course of the text
 Incorporating and expanding upon text evidence to support claim
 Reviewing elements of literary analysis via mentor texts and models
 Understanding the tone of a literary essay
 Organizing strong text evidence in a multi-paragraph literary essay, revising and editing
content based on peer and teacher feedback, and publishing the essay based on MLA
documentation format, including parenthetical citations
Assured Assessments
Student performance on the following assessments will be included in the Trimester 3 report card.
Formative Assessment:
Students will annotate text and complete written responses, providing evidence of the students’
ability to analyze specific text details and to track thematic threads throughout the novel.
Teachers will provide feedback on students’ annotations and written responses via checklists
and written/oral commentary.
Summative Assessment:
Each student will plan, draft, revise, and publish a literary essay focused on using text evidence
to present a claim about a theme in To Kill a Mockingbird. The essay should include and explain
relevant evidence from the text to support a theme, and discuss symbolism and other craft
techniques as they develop and heighten the meaning of the selected theme. A common rubric
will be used to assess the essay, and grades will be factored into the trimester grade as a major
element in a manner common to all grade 8 language arts teachers at both middle schools.
Resources
Core
 Lee, Harper. To Kill a Mockingbird. New York: Harper, 1988. Print.
Supplemental
 Teacher and student exemplar literary essays
 Teacher-selected published literary essays
Time Allotment


Approximately six weeks
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UNIT 7
Understanding the Big Idea
Unit Goals
At the completion of this unit, students will:
CCS.ELA-Literacy.RL.8.1/RI.8.1

Cite the textual evidence that most strongly supports an
analysis of what the text says explicitly as well as
inferences drawn from the text.

CCS.ELA-Literacy.RL.8.2/RI.8.2

Use particular details to determine a theme or central
idea of a text and to analyze how it is developed over
the course of the text, including its relationship to
characters, setting, plot, and/or supporting ideas;
summarize the text.

CCS.ELA-Literacy.RL.8.3/RI.8.3

Analyze how ideas and themes develop and evolve over
the course of a text via particular incidents in the text or
particular connections among or distinctions between
individuals, ideas, or events.

CCS.ELA-Literacy.RL.8.4/RI.8.4

Understand the choices the author makes in words,
sentences, and paragraph structure, including analogies
or allusions to other texts, and how these choices
contribute to the meaning and purpose of the text.

CCS.ELA-Literacy.RL.8.6/RI.8.6

Explain how an author develops the point of view of
each narrator or speaker of a text, including how a
particular point of view is distinguished from others,
including that of the audience or reader, and the effects
of the differences in points of view.

CCS.ELA-Literacy.W.8.6

Use technology, including the Internet, to produce and
publish writing and present the relationships between
information and ideas efficiently as well as to interact
and collaborate with others.

CCS.ELA-Literacy.W.8.9

Draw evidence from literary or informational texts to
support analysis, reflection, and research.

CCS.ELA-Literacy.SL.8.4

Present claims and findings, emphasizing salient points
in a focused, coherent manner with relevant evidence,
sound valid reasoning, and well-chosen details; use
appropriate eye contact, adequate volume, and clear
pronunciation.

CCS.ELA-Literacy.SL.8.6

Adapt speech to a variety of contexts and tasks,
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demonstrating command of formal English when
indicated or appropriate.
CCS.ELA-Literacy.L.8.1

Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard
English grammar and usage when writing or speaking.

CCS.ELA-Literacy.L.8.2

Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard
English capitalization, punctuation, and spelling when
writing.

CCS.ELA-Literacy.L.8.3

Use knowledge of language and its conventions when
writing, speaking, reading, or listening.

CCS.ELA-Literacy.L.8.4

Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and
multiple-meaning words and phrases based on grade 8
reading and content, choosing flexibly from a range of
strategies.

CCS.ELA-Literacy.L.8.5

Demonstrate understanding of figurative language,
word relationships, and nuances in word meanings.

CCS.ELA-Literacy.L.8.6

Acquire and use accurately grade-appropriate general
academic and domain-specific words and phrases;
gather vocabulary knowledge when considering a word
or phrase important to comprehension or expression.

Unit Essential Question
 Which theme(s) found in the course literature is(are) most important to society today?
Scope and Sequence
 Reviewing texts, annotations, and notes related to literature studied throughout the year
 Researching modern examples of the themes of that literature
 Choosing a theme common to at least two texts studied during the year
 Reviewing advanced oral presentation skills
 Organizing strong text and research evidence for a technology-enhanced oral presentation,
revising and editing content based on peer and teacher feedback, and delivering the
presentation to the class
 Demonstrating command of language conventions in both writing and speaking
Assured Assessments
Student performance on the following assessments will be included in the Trimester 3 report card.
Formative Assessment:
Students will collaborate on a group presentation plan.
Summative Assessment:
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Working with peers, students will prepare and deliver a slide presentation on the theme(s) of the
selected works.
Resources
Core
 prior Grade 8 Language Arts reading selections
Time Allotment


Approximately five weeks
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CORE VALUES AND BELIEFS
The Trumbull School Community engages in an environment conducive to learning which
believes that all students will read and write effectively, therefore communicating in an
articulate and coherent manner. All students will participate in activities that present problemsolving through critical thinking. Students will use technology as a tool applying it to decision
making. We believe that by fostering self-confidence, self-directed and student-centered
activities, we will promote independent thinkers and learners. We believe ethical conduct to
be paramount in sustaining the welcoming school climate that we presently enjoy.
Approved 8/26/2011

INTRODUCTION & PHILOSOPHY
Grade 8 Reading Study is a thirty-day course delivered during one trimester. It is the intention of
this course to integrate a nonfiction component supporting the grade 8 language arts theme units
related to respect. In both courses, students actively engage in all aspects of literacy: reading,
writing, speaking, listening, and viewing. In this Grade 8 Reading Study course, students explore
these strands as they engage in focused nonfiction literature. Students will read a variety of
nonfiction genres. Student-selected reading will also thread through each unit and complement
class texts. Other media, such as film, art, and music, are also integrated within the course
selections. Complex texts offer students the challenge of grappling with works of exceptional
craft and thought. Students develop their communication skills as they engage in the processes of
writing, viewing, speaking, and listening.
Middle school literacy is dynamic and ever-changing. Traditionally, reading, writing, speaking,
listening, and viewing have been identified as the critical skills in literacy development. However,
as information and technology shape our society, the definition of literacy and its relationship to
education also must change. Middle school literacy teachers support students by teaching them
the tools to construct and share meaning in a variety of contexts in today’s world. Collaboration is
a cornerstone of the classroom as students participate in small-group and large-group discussions
and activities.
Texts, both those read by groups of students and those read by students independently, should
meet grade-level-appropriate norms for text complexity, appreciating the confluence of
qualitative, quantitative, and reader and task considerations. It is the assumption that students are
reading grade-level-appropriate texts throughout the course, with scaffolding as necessary to
ultimately promote independent proficiency.

COURSE GOALS
The following course goals derive from the 2010 Connecticut Core Standards.
CCS.ELA-Literacy.RI.8.1
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Cite the textual evidence that most strongly supports an
analysis of what the text says explicitly as well as
inferences drawn from the text.
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CCS.ELA-Literacy.RI.8.2

Determine a central idea of a text and analyze its
development over the course of the text, including its
relationship to supporting ideas; provide an objective
summary of the text.

CCS.ELA-Literacy.RI.8.3

Analyze how a text makes connections among and
distinctions between individuals, ideas, or events (e.g.,
through comparisons, analogies, or categories).

CCS.ELA-Literacy.RI.8.4

Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are
used in a text, including figurative, connotative, and
technical meanings; analyze the impact of specific word
choices on meaning and tone, including analogies or
allusions to other texts.

CCS.ELA-Literacy.RI.8.5

Analyze in detail the structure of a specific paragraph in a
text, including the role of particular sentences in developing
and refining a key concept.

CCS.ELA-Literacy.RI.8.6

Determine an author’s point of view or purpose in a text and
analyze how the author acknowledges and responds to
conflicting evidence or viewpoints.

CCS.ELA-Literacy.RI.8.7

Evaluate the advantages and disadvantages of using
different mediums (e.g., print or digital text, video,
multimedia) to present a particular topic or idea.

CCS.ELA-Literacy.RI.8.8

Delineate and evaluate the arguments and specific claims
in a text, assessing whether the reasoning is sound and the
evidence is relevant and sufficient; recognize when
irrelevant evidence is introduced.

CCS.ELA-Literacy.RI.8.9

Analyze a case in which two or more texts provide
conflicting information on the same topic and identify where
the texts disagree on matters of fact or interpretation.

CCS.ELA-Literacy.RI.8.10

By the end of the year, read and comprehend literary
nonfiction at the high end of the grades 6-8 text complexity
band independently and proficiently.

CCS.ELA-Literacy.SL.8.1

Engage effectively in a range of collaborative
discussions (one-on-one, in groups, and teacher-led)
with diverse partners on grade 8 topics, texts, and
issues, building on others’ ideas and expressing their
own clearly.

CCS.ELA-Literacy.SL.8.2

Analyze the purpose of information presented in
diverse media and formats (e.g., visually,
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quantitatively, orally) and evaluate the motives (e.g.,
social, commercial, political) behind its presentation.
CCS.ELA-Literacy.SL.8.3

Delineate a speaker’s argument and specific claims,
evaluating the soundness of the reasoning and the
relevance and sufficiency of the evidence and
identifying when irrelevant evidence is introduced.

CCS.ELA-Literacy.SL.8.4

Present claims and findings, emphasizing salient points
in a focused, coherent manner with relevant evidence,
sound valid reasoning, and well-chosen details; use
appropriate eye contact, adequate volume, and clear
pronunciation.

CCS.ELA-Literacy.SL.8.5

Integrate multimedia and visual displays into
presentations to clarify information, strengthen claims
and evidence, and add interest.

CCS.ELA-Literacy.SL.8.6

Adapt speech to a variety of contexts and tasks,
demonstrating command of formal English when
indicated or appropriate.

COURSE ENDURING UNDERSTANDINGS
Reading
Students will understand that . . .
 textual evidence is necessary to support analysis of central idea, inference, and summary.
 close reading will increase comprehension of text.
 there are similarities and differences between written text and other media.
 word meanings, structure, and point of view shape understanding of text.
Speaking & Listening
Students will understand that . . .
 speakers use strategies and techniques for effective academic conversation and presentation.
 listeners need to analyze purpose and to evaluate information presented in different formats.
 listeners need to evaluate a speaker’s argument/reasoning and determine relevance.

COURSE ESSENTIAL QUESTIONS




How do I earn respect?
How do different people give and receive respect?
Where do I see signs of struggle with respect in our world today?
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How does a reader come to understand and appreciate what he/she reads?
How can I apply reading skills and strategies to the many genres of nonfiction for a deeper
understanding and better comprehension of text?
How do I effectively use before-, during-, and after-reading strategies to enrich my comprehension?
How do I gather and use information to support my thinking and writing?
How do I effectively listen?
How do I orally communicate ideas effectively to various audiences?
How do I better engage in collaborative discussion?
How do I evaluate a speaker’s argument and reasoning?

COURSE KNOWLEDGE & SKILLS
Reading
Students will understand . . .
 the elements of nonfiction.
 the impact of tone, word choice, and point of view on meaning.
 the varieties of nonfiction text structures.
 the characteristics of different genres.
 key academic vocabulary.
Students will be able to . . .
 cite text evidence to support their analysis of a work.
 analyze the use of key details in informational text.
 determine the central idea of a work.
 summarize text.
 analyze elements of a given text structure.
 determine word meaning.
 distinguish fact from opinion.
Speaking & Listening
Students will understand . . .
 collaborative group discussion as an opportunity to express ideas and gain insights and new
understandings from others.
 viewing and listening to recordings as other ways to gather information and extend learning
of a topic, text, or issue under study.
 organization, elaboration, and strategies necessary for effective communication of ideas in
presentations.
 the use of visual displays and multimedia components to enhance text.
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Students will be able to . . .
 participate in collaborative learning groups.
 prepare for collaborative discussion by completing required reading and/or written work that
supports the focus of discussion and collaboration and/or their role(s) in that discussion /
group work.
 participate in group collaboration by posing and responding to questions with relevant and
meaningful responses.
 present information in informal settings.
 interpret information presented by their peers, recordings, videos, and other multimedia.
 use appropriate eye contact, adequate volume, and clear pronunciation.
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UNIT
Profiles of Respect
Scope and Sequence

Day(s)

Focus

Nonfiction
Form/Structure Priority Reading
(see Performance
Skill(s)
Coach pp. 68-69
for details)

Assessment
CW: Classwork or
homework
FA: Formative assessment
SA: Summative assessment
FA:
End-of-selection questions
1-6

Steve Jobs
Commencement
speech

Speech

 Text evidence
 Words in context
 Central idea

4, 5, 6

Everyday texts

To include:
recipes,
instructions /
manuals, rulers,
surveys,
websites,
brochures /
pamphlets,
transportation
schedules, etc.
(groupwork)

 Comparison and
contrast
 Sequencing
 Problem/solution
 Domain-specific
vocabulary
 Text evidence
 Application of
relevant
information

CW:
Extended-response question
on author’s purpose and
structure: Students select
two texts to compare and
contrast

7, 8, 9

Performance
Coach Lesson
9: “Extinction
Is Forever”

Informational
science article

 Summarization
 Comparison and
contrast

FA:
Questions that follow
“Saving Our Species”
article, and a summary of
“Extinction Is Forever”

Student-selected
text

 Development of
stamina and
positive reading
attitudes

CW:
Reading Log / Reflection

11, 12, 13,
14, 15

Biography
Newspaper
article
Harriet Tubman Spiritual musical
selections from
historical time
period

 Domain-specific
vocabulary
 Central idea
 Text evidence
 Nonfiction craft
techniques

SA:
Student-designed project
options:
 Journal entry
 Newspaper article
 Map with explanatory
key
 Informational pamphlet

16, 17, 18

Performance
Coach Lesson
8: “Try It:
Roller Coaster
Design”






1, 2, 3

10

Independent
reading
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Science and
technical text
(use as
instructional
article)

Word choice
Words in context
Text structure
Author’s point of
view / purpose

CW:
“Learning on a Loop: The
Science of Roller Coasters”
questions 1-5

7

19

20, 21, 22

23, 24

25

26, 27

28

29

Respect Project
Anecdote

Memoir

Performance
Coach Lesson
10: “Why Does
Earth Have
Seasons?”

Texts across
genres (use as
instructional
article, with
answering
questions and
student
summary of
text)

Interviews
Student-tostudent
conferences
Performance
Coach Strand 2
Summative
Assessment:
“The Java
Disaster” &
“The Java
Horror”
Rehearsal and
recording of
Respect Project
Anecdote
Independent
reading:
Newspaper Day

30

Informational
interviews

Memoir

Informational
articles

 Development of
positive attitudes
and the theme of
respect






Summarization
Central idea
Text structure
Words in context
Comparison and
contrast

CW:
Draft of Respect Project
Anecdote

CW:
Questions 1-5 that follow
myth selection “Persephone
and the Seasons” (adapted
from The Iliad)






Author’s purpose
FA:
Words in context
On-demand written
Central idea
response to interview
Text evidence
CW:
 Theme
Continue draft of Respect
connection
Project Anecdote
 Review of all
informational
reading
standards

Autobiographica  Oral presentation
l recording
skills

SA:
Work on student-designed
project

FA:
Student recording of
Respect Project Anecdote

Teacher-selected  Author’s purpose
CW:
current events
 Central idea
Discussion of articles
articles
 Text evidence
Course Celebration!

Assured Assessments
For the course project, each student will record a “moment of respect”; collected moments will
become an anthology of student oral recordings. To complete the project successfully, students
will:
 understand the project description and its requirements.
 explore concepts and conflicts of respect through group collaborative readings and
discussion.
 develop a plan for project completion.
 collect thoughts on the meaning, application, and real-life examples of respect in our
community and world.
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write a personal anecdote involving a meaningful experience of respect.
record and share the anecdote (or part of the anecdote) following procedures outlined by the
teacher and student leaders.

It is the hope that students, working with their teachers, will help to design the project, including
developing guiding questions and other materials to inform and guide student work. Student
leaders may play roles such as:
 Project Director
 Anecdote Recorder
 Presentation Coordinator
 Project Designer
Resources
Core


English Language Arts Common Core Performance Coach. Chicago: Triumph Learning,
2015. Print.

Supplemental
 Newsela. https://newsela.com/. Web.
Time Allotment


Approximately 30 days
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